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INTRODUCTION
Margot Ammann Durrer
The centerpiece of this issue of the SAHS Review aims to celebrate the
writing and life of the Swiss feminist, Iris von Roten. Relatively unknown in
the United States, she stands tall with France's Simone de Beauvoir and
America's Betty Friedan, feminists of the mid 20th Century post-war
movement.
Appropriately, this issue marks the fifty-year anniversary of the publication
of her highly charged book Frauen im Laufgitter, a monumental work that
delves into all aspects of the prejudices and handicaps encountered by women.
She sharply portrays the suffered inequalities and injustices, with strong
tendency to thrust the chief fault for these inequalities on men. Merely a glance
at the table of contents will portray the author's prophetic coverage of
problems related to womankind that should be addressed. When first published
in 1958, it produced a tsunami on the landscape of human relationships, raising
protest from women as well as men. Five hundred and eighty-eight pages of
erudite discussion on women's problems may exact more patience than the
average reader would care to give. However it has well stood the test of time.
Publication of a fifth edition in 1996 attests to this. Hopefully this classic work
will eventually be translated into English and Iris von Roten's contribution to
the feminist movement more fully recognized.
Elizabeth Joris's postscript, which appeared in the 1992 special edition of
Frauen im Laufgitter, gives a vivid description of those first reactions to the
book, as well as a summary of the author's interesting life and personality. The
reader is reminded of the dramatic changes in women's rights in the fifty years
since Iris von Roten published her book, hoping to "bring fresh air" into the
stultifying life of women trapped in a playpen.
Regina Wecker, Professor of Women's and Gender History at the
University of Basel and author of several books and articles pertaining to
women, first presents a masterful summary of the many salient points of von
Roten' s study. This is followed by an analysis of the strong reaction toward the
book at the time of publication. This in itself presents a clear picture of the
status of the women's movement at that time. In conclusion of her excellent
analysis Regina Wecker points out that only by the 1980s had the
foresightedness of von Roten's book been fully appreciated. This recognition
occurred when her depiction of the problems of inequality had partially gained
wider acceptance and, also, when much of the progress toward women's
equality had been accomplished by solutions suggested in Frauen im
Laufgitter.
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Blumenblicke, a collection of the floral paintings by Iris von Roten, was
published posthumously in 1993. The introduction by her daughter Hortensia
von Roten is a charming description of memories of her mother's artistic ardor.
This introduction is included in this celebration of the life of Iris von Roten as
a touching glance into her aesthetic sensibility.
Quite another view of Iris von Roten's multi-faceted personality is
presented in Wilfred Meichtry's book Verliebte Feinde. Through Laura
Villiger' s review, readers will gain a glimpse into the fascinating story of the
relationship between Iris and Peter von Roten as told through the voluminous
correspondence between these two talented and tortured personalities. Well
titled Enamored Enemies, the collection of letters leaves the reader with the
sensation of observing a sailboat rocking back and forth in vain effort to
navigate turbulent ocean waters.
In Part Two of this issue, first my review describes the somewhat unique
route taken in America for achieving woman's suffrage and equal rights. I want
to share with readers my admiration for the " little darlings" - these strong
women of the early feminist movement, who had the courage and initiative to
realize their rights and to fight for them. Also included is a discussion of the
American counterpart of Iris von Roten's Frauen im Laufgitter - Betty
Friedan's Feminine Mystique.
Appropriately titled "Sisters in Battle," next six vignettes of Swiss women
from various backgrounds and times represent an interesting counterpart to the
American advocates of women's rights. Their portraits are prefaced by an
account of a remarkable woman who with determination worked to achieve a
difficult doctorate in theology and continued the climb in that strong all-male
bastion of religion to become a university professor of Old Testament studies.
Then two documents reflect the mid-twentieth century Swiss mood relating
to women's voting rights. The first records the Parliamentary debate held on
12 December 1945. Readers are allowed to sit in on the heated discussion by
an all male group, deciding on the fate of women's suffrage. What a change of
attitude sixty odd years have made! The second document, a letter written by
the theologian Arthur Rich in 1966, responds to a circular sent by an antiwomen's suffrage group of women who appealed to the clergy of Zurich to
oppose women's suffrage. Delightful reading!
Finally a selected list of publications in English, German, and French on
the subject of Swiss women's status since Frauen im Laufgitter hopes to serve
as a guide to further reading. An Appendix listing women's organizations in
Switzerland shows how in present-day Switzerland many groups are actively
· engaged in women's issues.
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PART ONE
ASPECTS OF AN IDENTITY

Iris von Roten: The 1950s - The Work - The Author
Postscript to Frauen im Laufgitter
Bern: efefVerlag, 1996 1

.,

Elisabeth Joris

The 1950s
Iris von Roten wrote her epochal work Frauen im Laufgitter (Women in the
Playpen) in the 1950s. Growth of industry and increasing prosperity marked
the times, and the Unites States had emerged victorious from the war. The
American life style had gained model status also for the role assigned to
women and mothers; the change, however, was only superficial. The new
housewife was young, uncomplicated, spontaneous, and she knew how to
handle daily chores with amazing ease. Refrigerators as well as canned and
soon also frozen foods made preparing meals easier, and vacuum cleaners,
washing machines, easy care furniture, and airy apartments lightened the daily
household chores. In the private sphere a newly evolved sex appeal of women
was manifested by the pert half-apron or the Kasak, edging out the old
fashioned linen apron. Although sleeveless dresses and decolletes in front or
back suggested freer morals, the principle of marital fidelity was upheld and
sexuality was hardly discussed or questioned, being considered an "intimate"
private matter between spouses. The concerns of mothers and housewives
centered on child rearing, the garden, and the general atmosphere of the
household. The professional career of the husband and the education of the
children were paramount since only these guaranteed social and material
advancement. Women who advocated their political and legal equality were a
small minority and mostly over forty. They could be ridiculed with impunity
and mocked as frustrated old spinsters.
The triumphal march of everything American, however, also involved
other darker aspects. In those Cold War times every basic change could be
dismissed as communist infiltration or excess, every aggressive posture as
revolutionary agitation. The duty of the trade unions to observe the promise of
labor peace banned all loud protest even among men and women workers. In
1

Published in translation by the kind permission of eFeF Verlag, Bern. Frauen im Laufgitter
was first published in 1958 by Hallwag Verlag, Bern and is in its present 5th edition (1995)
available from the eFeF Verlag, Bern.
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this self-satisfied mood of general prosperity and opposition to all change, men
did not feel obligated to consider women's status seriously. They rather made
use of the old arguments current during the years between the wars, not only
to agitate against the introduction of women's suffrage but also to ridicule it.
That ridicule was effective. To a large extent, women tried to accommodate
and not to be noticed. Already in 1946 at the Third Swiss Women's Congress,
which had the motto "Women's Duties and Rights in the State," they did not
dare to utter the ominous term "women's suffrage." According to Susanne
Woodtli, "words such as 'emancipation', 'equal rights', 'women's suffrage'
had become taboos as had been belly, leg, and breast in the Victorian age."
Only in the cantons of Geneva and Basel-City were women more audacious
and insisted on a survey on the topic. Although a large majority of women
advocated women's suffrage, men rejected it in cantonal plebiscites. In 1957,
however, the Federal Council [Switzerland's Seven-Person Executive]
submitted to the Legislature an approving message based on a brief requested
by the Swiss Association for Women's Suffrage from Professor Werner Kagi,
the holder of the Chair of International Law at the University of Zurich, who
unequivocally advocated the introduction of women's suffrage "as the proper
evolution of our constitutional order." Majorities of both Houses of the
Legislature gave their approval and set 1 February 1959 as date for the
plebiscite concerning the impending constitutional change. The few women
pushing for women's suffrage felt themselves for better or worse dependent on
the will of the men who alone were entitled to vote on the proposal. They
sought to safeguard the men's goodwill by accommodation and by refraining
from any attack on male supremacy.
It was in this climate that on 17 July 1958 the Second Exhibition of
Women's Work, the SAFFA 58, opened under the patronage of the League of
Swiss Women's Organizations. It aimed to present to Swiss women and men
a broad picture of Swiss women's activities. Central was not wage labor,
however, but the makers of the exhibit explicitly wanted to feature "the domain
of woman in the family, the professions, and the state." Thus the show started
at the "Temple of Housekeeping," where the woman reigned as the "Priestess
of the House," and it continued by showing the traditional women's
occupations in the realm of education and health care. The three-phase model
- professional activity-motherhood-resumption of professional activity - was
advocated as a woman's life-plan; half-day and part-time positions were to
make reentry possible, but in no way was a woman's professional pursuit to
rival her role as mother.
At the SAFFA all were "to feel as part of one large whole." An aggressive
posture was not contemplated at all, and although a poster quite mildly pointed
to the legal inequality of women, a day of women's suffrage was not approved.
The topic was discussed merely towards the end of the exhibit in talks at a
luncheon held behind closed doors. Yet the First of August was declared the
Day of Women's Auxiliary Military Service. The organizing women, however,
had refused to allow official lobbying for women's suffrage. In public they
claimed to remain neutral in regard to the first federal plebiscite, so important
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for Swiss women's active and passive voting rights. At the days featuring the
various cantons, women came mostly dressed in their local costumes and were
led to areas of the exhibit by men. Already in its preparation stage the pavilion,
originally named "The Woman in Public Life," had been considered as too
provocative and was renamed l'The Woman in the Service of the People."
The Work
Iris von Roten' s style of argumentation was diametrically opposed to such
restraint. In her book Women in the Playpen she dealt with the inequality of
women radically and unsparingly, unconcerned about prevailing opinion, and
with a sharp pen. She advocated a radical egalitarian position and
fundamentally rejected the "egalite dans la difference" (equality in difference)
advocated since 1890 by large·segments of the women's movement. She did
not simply analyze the legal and economic subordination, but also fearlessly
addressed the taboo-topic of sexuality and questioned the one-sided
responsibility for the household and the idealization of motherhood. She
demanded the postulated possibilities for self-realization, claimed since the
Enlightenment for men, equally for women. Iris von Roten fought against the
common double standard of men not on the level of abstinence and prudery,
but by a demand of openness and sexual autonomy in the sense of "free love"
also for women. By her double strategy of emancipation, that is on the
professional-economic level on the one hand, and on the sexual-erotic on the
other, Iris von Roten fundamentally challenged the SAFFA 58 and its
proclaimed female life mission in "the service of the fatherland" and of the
family according to the "three-phase model." It was not the portrayal of the
economic and legal inequalities that led to a veritable condemnation of the
book and its author, but the questioning of female self-understanding and the
attack on male self-satisfaction as well as the patriarchal view of sexuality.
This kind of analysis hit a nerve. Men regarded it as a basic threat - and
perhaps rightly so.
When towards the end of SAFFA Iris von Roten's Offene Worte zur
Stellung der Frau (Frank Words on Women's Status) - the subtitle of her book
- was for the first time publicly available in an exhibit of a privately managed
bookstore, it hit immediately like a bomb. The organizers reacted to the
unexpected scandal by vehemently distancing themselves from the former
editor of the Frauenblatt, the League of Swiss Women's Organizations very
own journal. Widespread reaction to the thoroughly researched work emerged
only during the fall after the exhibition had closed. The large women's
associations, among them the League of Swiss Women's Organizations, were
among the first to distance themselves from Women in the Playpen. Even if
they agreed with some parts, they criticized the book as fundamentally flawed,
because it loaded the men with everything evil. Even women's suffrage
associations took issue. Prominent men in the Action Committee for Women's
Suffrage threatened to resign, as did Professor Kagi mentioned above, in case
women would refuse to reject the "Machwerk," the sham. The threat from
highly influential men bordered on extortion to which the women then bowed.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2008
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Also feminist activists renounced their solidarity with Iris von Roten. Women's
organizations argued above all that the work was damaging the impending
plebiscite on women's suffrage. The author was accused of inadequate
sensitivity and lacking diplomacy. Only some organizations and a few activist
proponents of women's suffrage publicly defended their courageous co-fighter.
In an article of the journal Staatsbiirgerin (The State's Female Citizen) Gertrud
Heinzelmann denied the League of Swiss Women's Organizations, and
especially the organizers of the SAFFA exhibit, the right to define in the name
of women what was "musterkonform," that is, conforming to proper pattern.
The condemnation of the book smelled in her view too much of censorship and
book burning. Also some female journalists stood up for Iris von Roten and her
work. But most women vehemently rejected its radical ideas and new tone.
They saw their honor as mothers and housewives questioned and trumpeted a
counterattack: "Housework is the most healthy, most varied, and for a woman's
nature most proper activity," a female reader responded in the satirical journal
Nebelspalter (Fog splitter) to an article of an editor who had publicly defended
the book.
Polemics in newspapers continued throughout fall and winter. Men viewed
Iris von Roten's book as a personal insult and as a sham. "Degoutant,"
disgusting, and "unappetizing" were the epithets with which they branded the
author's work. They considered her unusual modish-mundane appearance that
was uncommon in their everyday middle-class life as additional legitimization
for any kind of disparagement. The witch hunt peaked in the public polemic of
the Basel Carnival in February 1959: In the official parade a "Clique" of
masked men, led by a drum major with immense breasts, marched in a playpen;
in the carnival newspaper Suf-Ragetenblatt Iris von Roten appeared as a mantrainer who with a whip forced men to do unpleasant housework.
The humiliation inflicted on her as a person in a most backhanded manner
was for the author, who had always fought openly and honestly and believed
in the power of argument, incomprehensible as well as a deep hurt. Despite of
all these attacks, Iris von Roten remained convinced of the validity of her work
and felt no need to justify it. Time would prove her right. Looking back, she
declared in her possibly last interview, which she gave in June 1990 in written
form to D 'Studlintin kunnt (A Female Student is Coming), a publication of the
University of Basel students to observe the 100th anniversary of the first
matriculation of a woman at that venerable institution:
I wanted to push open a window. Fresh air was to fill the musty
dungeon into which the lordly men jammed the women and- although
with some noteworthy concessions - still are jamming them.... I was
expecting that Women in the Playpen would fundamentally succeed
since in the end I do believe in the power of quality .... The opposition
to the work began already at the typesetting stage. Horrified
typesetters complained to the editorial office .... When finally a second
edition was published, the Basel Carnival took place. Its disgusting
displays positioned themselves between the book and the public. This
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol44/iss2/13
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blocked access to Women in the Playpen also psychologically ....
Craving for power and lies about life belong to the touchiest
components of a personality. When, as in my book, these are critically
questioned, those to whom it pertains lose all sense of proportion,
react in blind fury, and with the crudest means. And now there were
the revelers of the Basel Carnival with their, in principle and so to
speak officially approved, delight in playing with mud, all the more as
their mud flowed through the lustful media into the living rooms of
the most distant mountain village .... "
In retrospect Iris von Roten could also explain the negative judgment of
women's groups: "As editor of the Schweizer Frauenblatt (Swiss Women's
Journal) ... I was familiar with the traditional women's groups. Their members
were mostly of a sedate age. They basically hated younger women. A rift
between the generations related for instance to make-up. Their goal was rather
'to do good' than emancipation."
Going softly and adapting to the expectations of men was - except in
French-speaking Switzerland - of little advantage for the women. In February
1959 the men rejected the introduction of women's suffrage on the federal level
by two thirds.

The Author
Who was this woman who practically all by her self wrote a work that in
no way conformed to its time and anticipated the broad spectrum of the 1970s
feminist arguments? Iris von Roten was born in Basel as the first child of Berta
and J. Walter Meyer-Huber. "The first twenty years were spent in Basel,
Stockholm, Basel, Zollikon, Rapperswil, Neuchatel, Rapperswil, Zurich, once
again Sweden, and Bern," as she wrote in her autobiography. This constant
change of residence because of her father's professional activities - he was an
engineer and later factory director - led her early to confront the world. Her
parents did not nurture her especially, but allowed her to develop her
personality. Already in her childhood and youth she sparkled with ideas and
fascinated those around her by her spontaneity, clarity, and absolute honesty.
She was strongly driven to shape her surroundings, to write and to paint. Her
passion for art history led her to extended educational travels in various
European countries. Already in her college years she pursued works of German
Gothic art. After graduation, however, she decided not to study art history and
German literature as was expected, but law, which was to give her a broader
professional scope, a public field of activity, and economic independence.
Legal studies, furthermore, could not simply be labeled a social hobby that was
typical for daughters of the middle class.
Iris von Roten studied in Bern, Geneva, and Zurich, and in 1941 earned the
degree of doctor of law. She then devoted herself to editing and publishing. In
1944 she accepted the editorship of the Schweizerische Frauenblatt (Swiss
Women's Journal), the official publication of the League of Swiss Women's
Organizations; later she also published occasionally in newspapers such as the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2008
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Neue Zurcher Zeitung or Weltwoche or in the women's magazine Elle. It
followed from her deep esthetic need, that she viewed her external appearance
as very important. She valued dresses and fashion, quite in contrast to many
older and also several younger advocates of women's rights.
After she received her license to practice law in Zurich, she married in
1946 the lawyer Peter von Roten from the Valais who was also active in
journalism and in politics. Beyond their professional and cultural interests, they
were united via their mothers by a multilayered network of relatives that
reflected an important segment of the Swiss women's movement.
Iris von Roten's maternal grandmother belonged to the von SalisMaienfelds. A member of this distinguished family from the Grisons was the
scholar, writer, and physician Hortensia Gugelberg von Moos (1659-1715).
Early widowed, she became involved in denominational struggles as the
Mistress of the castle of Maienfeld, and as a physician she applied the medical
knowledge she had gained from her mother and grandmother. In her writings
she demanded the same rights for women as for men and equality in the
intellectual sphere. Also the mother of Meta von Salis-Marschlins, the noted
writer and first professional female historian of Switzerland, was by birth a von
Salis-Maienfeld; and at the end of the 19th century her daughter Meta became
one of the most remarkable and radical advocates of the equality of women and
men. She was related through the writer Hedwig Kym, her life companion of
many years, on the mother's side with the family of Peter von Roten.
The mother of Peter von Roten was the daughter of the well known Basel
lawyer ErnstFeigenwinter. In 1910 he married as his second wife Hedwig Kym
who before had lived and worked for years with Meta von Salis. The two
friends had both been involved in editing the newspaper Die Philantropin (The
Woman Philanthropist), a publication promoting women's rights. After her
marriage with ErnstFeigenwinter, Hedwig Kym furnished an apartment for her
friend in the top story of the house on the Heuberg 12 in Basel, and after the
death of her husband in 1919 moved in with her.
Iris von Roten was very much aware of this important female line of origin
and felt herself closer to it than to her paternal family, which had gained
prominence by industriousness and steady effort. In this context Peter von
Roten spoke of "inherited feminism." When in 1952 their daughter was born,
the parents von Roten-Meyer gave her the first name of the ancestor Hortensia
Gugelberg von Moos. Influenced by his wife, Peter von Roten evolved into a
committed advocate of women's rights. His family, which had descended from
an old influential clan of the Valais, was conservative in orientation and
advocated the opposite side.
After their marriage the von Rotens opened a common law office in the
Valais towns of Raron, Visp, and Leuk. At the same time they intensively
explored the position of women in society and fought for the introduction of
women's suffrage. During a study visit to England in 1947, Iris von Roten
determined "to write about the problem of women's equality in its broad
context." She began with it at Leuk in January 1948 before the publication of
the famous work The Second Sex by Simone de Beauvoir (Paris 1949). lt was
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol44/iss2/13
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typical for Iris von Roten that she wanted to explore the basics. To her already
enormous knowledge she added sociological studies at different universities in
the United States and thus familiarized herself with a socio-political discourse
that was generally little known in Switzerland and had become marginalized
since the time of the "geistige Landesverteidigung," that is the ideological
defense of the homeland against National Socialism. Unable to vote and to be
elected, female citizens were even more excluded from such discussions. In
writing her book, Iris von Roten ignored Swiss sensibilities and felt driven to
tell the unadorned truth. She spoke up forthrightly, which in intellectual circles
of the United States seemed to be a matter of course, in the later McCarthy era
however also not without risk.
Shortly before the birth of the daughter Hortensia in 1952, Iris von Roten
moved to Basel to the house Heuberg 12, where her famous intellectual
predecessor Meta von Salis had died a quarter century before. It was there
where she wrote her work, while her husband commuted between Raron and
Basel and used his political office to publicly advocate the ideas of his wife in
the Great Council of the Valais and in the Federal Parliament. To the
annoyance of his Catholic-Conservative Party which vehemently opposed the
introduction of women's suffrage, Peter von Roten, then the youngest National
Councilor, in 1949 submitted a postulate with 24 others and with the support
of the Swiss Association for Women's Suffrage, which finally led in 1959 to
the first federal plebiscite on women's suffrage. The postulate asked the
Federal Council "to submit to the Councilors a report on how the political
rights of women could be extended." The Federal Council's report
recommended that women's suffrage be introduced via a revision of the
constitution. In the debate in the National Council of 13 June 1951, Peter von
Roten defended, if without success, the position of the Swiss Association for
Women's Suffrage. It had argued in a brief submitted to the Federal Council
that constitutionally women were not excluded from suffrage. Article 74 of the
Constitution was using the term "Stimmberechtigte," designating "those
entitled to vote." The Federal Council had simply to change regulations since
the term included women.
It was this constitutional article which in 1957 the women of Unterbach,
located in the district of Raron, invoked when, after extensive consultation with
the district prefect Peter von Roten, the communal council entered their names
into the register of voters. Against the order of the Federal Council and the
Cantonal Executive of the Valais, they were the first women to march in
Switzerland to the voting booth under the flashlights of Swiss journalists and
of half the world. They demanded the right to be part of the decision
concerning a law that was to obligate women to do civil service (Zivildienst).
Unterbach remains proud of this historical moment as being "the Swiss Rlitli
of the Women." A memorial stone, however, reminds the commune only of the
first Swiss Federal Councilor Elisabeth Kopp, who had been made its honorary
citizen, but nothing refers to the indirect originator of the march to the voting
booth.
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Shortly after the rejection of women's suffrage in 1959, Iris von Roten
argued like the women of U nterbach in her pamphlet The Women's Suffrage
Breviary. The introduction of women's suffrage by an interpretation that
recognized the changing times of Article 7 4 - it related to the active and
passive right of all "Swiss" to vote -was legally possible because the term
"Swiss" did not exclude women in principle. Being shunned by publishers and
newspapers and avoided by many as a lawyer, Iris von Roten rarely ever went
public and refused any invitation to interviews, although she never changed her
view of women's status. Yet it was not a withdrawal into the private sphere;
rather she now turned interests she had pursued in her youth. She resumed her
love of painting flowers and landscapes, and she shaped her surroundings,
including her home, her attire, and even the smallest invitation, with a clear
esthetic sense and with utmost care. In later years she even took over the
management of the renovation of the tower and parsonage of Raron. The same
care she applied to the education of her daughter Hortensia. True to her
understanding, she viewed her not as a child who was subordinate to her, but
as an equal and autonomous person. She also fearlessly and all by herself
resumed traveling in her small car, a Fiat 600, driving to Turkey, with detours
to Syria, Lebanon, and Cyprus. She reported her travel experiences in the book
From the Bosporus to the Euphrates. Turkey and Turks, published in 1965 in
Stuttgart. In later years she traveled to Iran and Iraq, to Morocco and Tunisia,
also to Spain, Portugal, Malta, Sri Lanka, and Brazil. Her travels were
undertaken not only out of cultural-historical curiosity, but also a genuine
interest in people.
In April 1988 Iris von Roten was rammed on the highway near Basel by
a driver who had gone in the wrong direction. The injury from the accident did
not heal as expected. Medications, furthermore, which she had taken for years
against hay fever, led to an ailment of the eyes and also threatened her hearing.
She began, therefore, to befriend the thought of death since she did not feel that
she was obligated to martyrdom and wanted to spare her family the bother that
would result from her languishing. Well prepared, she ended her life on 11
September 1990. She took leave with the words, "a well mannered guest must
know when to get up from the table of life."
Thanks to the new and unabbreviated edition of her main work Frauen im
Laufgitter, her memory is not only upheld, but the book also enlivens once
more a timely debate about the status of women in society.

Translated by Margot Ammann Durrer and Leo Schelbert
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Iris von Roten as a Feminist: Observations, Interpretations,
and Impact of Frauen im LaufgiUer

Regina Wecker
Introduction
When Iris von Roten published her book Frauen im Laufgitter. Offene
Worte zur Stellung der Frau (Women in the Playpen. Plain Words About the
Situation of Women) in 1958, it caused a scandal. Her analysis of women's
present social status and their political and economic situation in Switzerland
was repudiated, von Roten and her book were showered with scorn, hatred, and
ridicule, and even made the subject of a carnival farce in Basel (Kochli 1992:
101-118). Frauen im Laufgitter and its author were called "cold" and soulless,
though it was rumored that in many respects the book described Swiss reality
as, for instance, in the journal Die Staatsburgerin (1958).
Why did this book and Iris von Roten's demand for equal rights cause so
many negative and angry reactions? Reactions, moreover, which were also
shared by members of the women's movement? Trying to answer this question,
I shall first introduce the book, its contents, and the Swiss situation it describes,
then explore its present-day implications, and tentatively define why it is from
a feminist point of view still of interest.
The Book and What It Is About
"One can't just go off and write a 564-page book full of bitterness that
does nothing but attack the male world. That is simply unacceptable", the
Basler Nachrichten, a daily newspaper of the city of Basel, wrote in October
1958. The book, which was accused of doing "nothing but attack the male
world," analyzed the situation of women in Switzerland in five parts:

1. Women's Employment in a Male World.
2. How Women Fare in Love and All That Which Belongs to It.
3. Motherhood- Burden without Dignity.
4. Household-Drudgery-Love's Reward
5. A Folk of Brothers without Sisters.
1. Work: The keen analysis of the situation of women in the workforce
starts with the statement that despite all that talk about "modem woman", who
is considered an equal professionally, independent, and successful, reality
proves to be quite different: the percentage of gainfully employed women had
decreased as compared to the end of the nineteenth century, especially in
respect to married women. Women did not conquer new domains in the
professional world, and men still defended their wages - she uses the word
"Pfriinde," sinecure- against women. The idea, that modem husbands admired
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the success of their wives, turned out to be an illusion. Von Roten explored the
situation of the 1950s on the basis of statistical and economic studies that had
been undertaken in Switzerland and abroad by scholars such as Margarete
Gagg, Kathe Biske, and Alva Myrdal. She also surveyed contemporary
newspaper articles that dealt with women's issues, described society's
expectations of their role, and predicted developments of the future. Describing
a variety of women's occupations or, to be more precise, the tedious sameness
of the exploitation of the female workforce, she ridiculed the continuity of what
she called "Frauleinberufe," unmarried women's occupations. In her opinion,
two main principles determined women's work: first, that men decided what
was an adequate occupation for a woman, which actually meant work that they
did not consider appropriate for themselves - von Roten calls it "Abfallarbeit,"
waste work (95) - and, second, that the salary determined whether an
occupation was considered women's work. In her view, poorly paid work
automatically became women's work. The difference of the nature of work, of
position and income did not result from the supposed "natural" difference
between men and women and their intellectual capacities, but derived from the
social construction of this difference by allocating tedious and unqualified
work to the female sector of the labor market and by paying men a higher
salary for the same kind of work (111).
Only young women who lived with their family and were able to profit
from family housing and the concomitant network had an adequate income that
enabled them to save for their dowry. However, a woman's salary did not
suffice to lead an independent life. Although already in the pre-industrial
economy women's work may not have been highly esteemed, industrialization
had worsened their position. Iris von Roten gives three main reasons for this
development: first, the lack of political rights; second, the fact that traditional
inheritance laws privileged men and, although this was no longer factually the
case, the male heir was still considered more important; and third and most
important, marriage was considered as an impediment. In the industrial labor
market, built on the division of paid labor and unpaid household work, the role
of a mother and wife was considered inconsistent with the requirements of the
labor market, despite the image of the "modem girl". The latter may have been
well educated and was even allowed to get a university degree, but adult
married women and especially married mothers were kept away from wage
labor. The stereotype of the household as women's traditional and proper
sphere, and motherhood as women's actual duty, legitimated their
discrimination. Von Roten mentions yet a further reason for women's inferior
standing, that is the "fairy tale" (139) of men's intellectual superiority and thus
men's "natural role" as breadwinners (174).
Why, after all, von Roten asked, did women - apart from those few
"amazons" (195) who fought for independence - accept their situation?
Obviously, because of their ambivalent and contradicting role as individuals
and as members of the female sex. While as an individual a woman wanted to
be economically independent and carry out satisfying and interesting work as
an accepted member in the world of labor, as a woman she also wanted to have
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children and a fulfilling partnership. For a woman, and only for a woman, to
have both seemed to be impossible. The claim of the incompatibility of a
woman's "proper role" with the requirements of the labor market made it
difficult for women to stand up to discrimination. Such a claim sealed the
difference of opportunity between men and women as to position,
compensation, and advancement in the world of labor.
It is not that the tasks as such were incompatible, but it was the way society
had arranged reproduction that made them incompatible. A way out was only
conceivable by a fundamental change in the arrangements that now dominated
society. One means would be financial compensation for those who give birth
and raise children. To bring about the necessary change, a majority of women
would have to be prepared to fight for it (113). The chances were better than
they used to be in former times, especially where political and legal equality
had been or was to be achieved at least to some degree.
In von Roten' s opinion, the fight for equal rights and equal pay in the labor
market was absolutely central because depriving women of their occupational
opportunities and success in the world of work was neither a minor nor a
marginal aspect of discrimination. On the contrary, it was the pivotal point. To
keep women away from employment opportunities meant to deny them the
"Lebenselixier," life's tonic (139). Iris von Roten viewed the position assigned
to women in the world of work as the very basis of most of the other problems.
Discrimination in the labor market destroyed women's capacity, potential,
energy, and talent, and it also deprived them of their right to self-determination
and to freedom of choice.
2. Love and Sexual Relations: The second part, the analysis of love,
marriage, and sexual relations, started with the remark that in this field the
difference was most obvious because it was based on a physiological
difference. But astonishingly enough, the author claimed, it was least perceived
and accepted. In most other fields the "fairy tale" of fundamental differences
between men and women was upheld and supported by pseudo-scientific
arguments in order to legitimize economic discrimination and the denial of
political rights. The physiological difference she was talking about was the fact
that physiologically men do not have to bear the consequence of sexual
intercourse, while for women sex was always linked to the chance of becoming
pregnant.
Only the development and supply of contraceptives would make a change
possible: if women would not have to fear an unwanted pregnancy, their sexual
relations might change, their sexual desire grow, and they could, and
undoubtedly would, sample the pleasure of their sexuality more freely, within
and outside of marriage. "The possibility of contraception loosens maledominated standardization of female sexual life," reads one of her chapter
headings (286). Although von Roten does not deny that marriage has its
advantages, she advocates free love and is a fiery opponent of the double moral
standard imposed on women by men.
3. Motherhood: In the part on motherhood Iris von Roten analyzed both
the physiological and the psychosocial side. She identified just a short time
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when both coincided, the time of breastfeeding (310). Only then the
psychological and the personal relationship formed a unity. The rest of
society's understanding of motherhood, motherly love, and duty was a
construction formed by legal provisions and male-dominated customs and
concepts (310). This view of motherhood and motherly duties as well as the
idea that mother and child formed a lifelong unit was a way for men to escape
their obligations. But that construction of motherhood did not only form
another chain for women, it was also harmful to children and a hindrance to
their autonomy, especially if motherhood became the only concern of women
in life and, as a result, made them greedy and possessive (381). The then
current concepts of motherhood and motherly sacrifice, she claimed, ruined the
relationship between mother and child, spoiled children, and turned them into
parasites (388).
4. Housework: The definition of housework as "socage, forced labor", and
the fee for love, "Haushaltfron - der Liebe Lohn," as she put it, on which Part
4 focuses, signals von Roten's understanding of what is wrong with
housework: it imposes many duties on women, but does not confer any rights;
it is necessary but despised, it will never get women anywhere, and it is not
deemed to be labor (412). But there are astonishing class differences: the better
the social situation, the less the housewife is involved in housework. The less
housework she has to do because she can afford a maid or help, the better is her
social situation and the esteem of her position as housewife. But even when she
is free of this type of work, she is not released from the nimbus of being a
housewife, she becomes the proverbial bird in a gilded cage. Housework is
women's destiny, even if the economic situation forces women to do wage
labor. She may take it less seriously and slacken the reins - the only way to
alleviate her situation - but this will spoil her reputation. There is the constant
fear of a household falling into disrepair, becoming filthy, with badly educated
children and the threat of a husband who seeks a way out of the sad situation
by drinking and going to saloons. Whenever married women's wage labor is
discussed, the threat of the loss of all what makes family life agreeable is
marshalled against it, and the neglect of the household becomes the basis of all
that is wrong with modern society. The doubly burdened housewife is "doppelt
geprellt, doubly cheated" (417): she earns less money, because she is
considered inferior to a housewife and at the same time reproached of being a
bad housewife because she is a worker. Here von Roten takes up the argument
of the first part on wage work and shows the vicious circle of society's
constructions.
An outsourcing of housework - von Roten sees real chances in the
domains of child care, cleaning, cooking - is not accepted and dismissed by the
notion that this would impoverish life and level the differences between men
and women (449). "Why free woman from housework if that is her destiny",
she sums up. The only way out of the dilemma and to liberation is a boycott of
products manufactured by those enterprises that pay low salaries and exclude
women from career opportunities.
5. Political rights The absence of political rights, analyzed in the last part
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of the volume, is the "Schulbeispiel der Unterdrtickung," the prime example
of the oppression of women, von Roten claims (469). The more male
democracy has evolved, the more obvious women's subjection, their
"Untertanenschaft" has become. "Piquant," she calls the fact that democracy
was best in distinguishing between the male and female, and that among all
democratic systems, the direct Swiss form was the most distinctive and paradox
example (469,471).
Iris von Roten ridicules the denial of the vote to women and considers
attempts of its legitimation in Switzerland as a "salad of pretexts," as playing
always the "same song", as susperstition, imbecility, and as a clumsy way of
telling women how mediocre they are (511). The vote is a fundamental human
right and no constituency is legitimized to withhold it from anyone. Von Roten
also analyzes the low number of women parliamentarians and the small
influence women have in those countries were they have the vote like in
Germany or Great Britain (541). One reason for the slow advancement of
women's influence or actually its diminution, was that men continued to elect
men and that women did not elect women, partly because they did not have a
lobby comparable to that of men: there are no women's parties, no women's
interest groups, no women's lobbies, she observed, nor do women become
members of the existing political parties. Although they may be bubbling over
with individual self-confidence, they lacked "self-confidence as to their
belonging to the female collective."

Why did Frauen im Laufgitter Cause a Scandal?
It has obviously much to do with the time when the book was written, that
is, with the 1950s. It is worthwhile therefore briefly to consider the
development of society during that decade. Historical research has shown that,
in respect to gender roles, the year 1945 does not constitute a clear break from
what went on before, but that developments that had already begun during the
war or even in pre-war time, resurfaced with greater force. Beneath the
seeming continuity, social change was nevertheless taking place. Such change
was not welcome. That the continuity of familiar habits and the acceptance of
social conditions could no longer be taken for granted, disturbed people.
Switzerland had managed to keep out of the war and had not suffered from its
ravages as had other European countries. And as in most other European
nations, but under much better conditions, people wanted to go back to normal.
But there were disturbing developments. The struggle for political rights,
especially for the right to vote, which had began in the 1920s with cantonal
plebiscites, continued shortly after the war and was, once again, taken up on
the federal level by parliamentary initiative. The women's movement expected
to get the right to vote because of women's immense voluntary work and
patriotic commitment during the war. But they were disappointed. In cantonal
plebiscites, women's suffrage was turned down by a vast majority of the
exclusively male voters, and on the federal level, the question was simply
postponed.
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During the war many women had done unpaid voluntary work or taken
over men's jobs. Although sent home immediately after the war, the number
of women who sought and took up employment rose decisively soon after and
continued to do so throughout the fifties. The model of the male breadwinner
and the female housewife was again made the norm despite economic growth
and increasing numbers of working wives and mothers. This model formed the
basis of legislation in the post-war period, especially in regard to laws dealing
with pensions and employment as well as concerning the debate on women's
suffrage and equal pay for equal work. The gender-specific allocation of roles
in general, and of work roles in particular, was justified by reference to
woman's nature being close to and "in tune with nature." But discussions
challenging such claims had intensified in the context of the debate on the vote
and, it seems, impending change had already become feared. The more the
transformation of women's daily life in the household, that is, its progressive
mechanization by refrigerators, washing machines, and vacuum cleaners was
welcomed, the less the demand for a structural transformation of relations in
the context of marriage was willingly considered, correctly feared as a change
of the very basis of society. In the Cold War era, furthermore, the demand for
social change, especially for gender equality, could be branded and rejected as
communist ideology.
This was the general situation and the emotional state of the Swiss people
who faced Iris von Roten' s strident analysis. Switzerland had not exactly been
waiting for such a book. But could the author have anticipated a scandal? Her
analysis was well documented, her sources were carefully identified, and her
study was undoubtedly of scholarly value. Her claims were not completely
new, and even corresponded to official statistical surveys, especially the book's
data concerning the economic situation and the discrimination of women in the
labor market. The fight for women's political rights had a long tradition in
Switzerland, and the discussion in Parliament had at last resulted in a first
Federal plebiscite which was took place shortly after Frauen im Laufgitter was
published. The question of women's suffrage had always led to heated and
emotional discussions in Parliament and in public, while a parliamentary
majority had actually accepted it. But the Federal Council, the Swiss
government's executive body, had insisted that women's suffrage implied a
constitutional change and was therefore subject to plebiscite, that is, to the
decision of all male Swiss voters.
Sexual relations and the fact that reproduction and sexual intercourse could
and should be separated was not an unheard of idea since Zurich psychiatrist
Auguste Forel had published the book The Sexual Question (La question
sexuelle) in 1905 that went through many editions. Theodoor Hendrik Van de
Velde's 1926 book Het volkomen huwelijk (The Perfect Marriage) made him
an instant international celebrity. The book advocated knowledge and
sensuality in erotic life. Published in German as Die vollkommene Ehe, the
book reached its 42nd printing in 1932, while the English edition Ideal
Marriage: Its Physiology and Technique remained the best-known work on the
subject for several decades, was reprinted 46 times, and sold well over half a
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million copies. The book could also be borrowed from libraries despite the fact
that it was on the Catholic index of forbidden books. So why was Iris von
Roten's work such an offence? One may identify at least four major reasons:
First, Iris von Roten dealt with all these topics in one book and showed
that, and how, they were linked: housework and a mother's love as fetters in
respect to women's free choice; bad working conditions in employment; a lack
of political rights; housework as an argument for salary-based discrimination;
housework and its connotation as a sign of love for husband and children; sex
and marriage as power relations; women's supposed smaller intellectual
capacities and the way that incapacity was construed; arguments against
women's better formal education; and motherhood as a refuge for women.
While von Roten' s Swiss sources, such as the survey of statistician Kate Biske
or the findings of economist Margarete Gagg, a researcher in the Federal Office
of Labor, focused on a single topic and just hinted at the overall effects, von
Roten explored them all in their interrelatedness. And thus she went beyond
what might be considered her field of expertise, the legal situation of women.
Physicians and psychiatrists like Richard von Krafft-Ebing, August Forel, and
Theodoor H. van de Velde had dealt very cautiously with the topic of sex and
reproduction, always trying to avoid any semblance to pornography. The reader
of the 1950s would not allow a lawyer to write openly and without apologies
on so discrete a topic.
Second, Iris von Roten was a lawyer and, given her own family
background and university education, a member of a privileged class; and
above all, she was the wife of a lawyer who belonged to the aristocracy of the
Canton of V alais and was a Member of Parliament representing the Christian
People's Party (CVP). Her status, therefore, made her analysis of women's
oppression less credible. It was easily rejected as coming from those who had
everything, but were never satisfied. Upper-class society disagreed with von
Roten's analysis, working-class people viewed it as coming from the wrong
side, and people from the lower classes and the Left claimed that she offered
wrong solutions. For in the 1950s Social Democrats as well as trade unions
considered better wages and social security for everybody matters of prime
concern. The idea that "everybody" might be male was not thought of. Thus
Iris von Roten was caught between a rock and a hard place.
The women's movement. which one would expect at least to understand
and support her ideas, saw her endangering the coming referendum. They may
have been more understanding once the referendum was defeated. Political
correctness and prudence had led those who wanted to win the referendum to
be cautious They attempted to persuade the male voters of the justice of their
demand for women's suffrage, but without ever reproaching them for having
it denied for so long and without ever attackip.g them.
Third, but that was exactly what Iris von Roten did, not only by her
arguments, but also by the way she wrote. Her style was witty, sarcastic, ironic,
polemic, and sharp. Sentences like the following may serve as examples: "The
prerequisites in order to define men as the legitimate candidates for all coveted
positions in community life changed in the course of the times. They were
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always taken from the domain that enjoyed the most authority at the time"
(159). Or: "Why there are no lady cooks in executive positions is pretty
obvious, once you look at the entirely un-amusing panorama of female
professions" (162). Or: "After copulation the two partners have problems of
very different orders of magnitude: she wonders whether she's going to have
a baby, he, at most, where he's left his bus pass"
(162). "You were afraid and actually feared that,
along with political equality and the concomitant
hope of women's equality along the whole line, a fly
would settle on the pacifier, like a poster of the
opponents of women's suffrage showed quite clearly,
once and for all, even for the opposition 100 years
ago and in all countries. But basically it's not a
matter of thinking of an infant's pacifier but of one's
own, that is, of the pacifier of a giant infant who
thinks women simply exist as the self-sacrificing
providers of an oasis and the spiritual and material
comfort of childhood in the midst of a hard life. They
are concerned about the well being of that big baby, Courtesy of Plakatsammnot actual babies. The giant baby wants its pacifier" lung der Schule fiir
(532).
Gestaltung, Basel
And further: " ... without the political equality of
the genders, you are worth more as a man than a
woman, and you get at their expense more out of worldly life and, thus, want
to continue getting more out of it. For whatever is granted to women in the
manner of dominance, you yourself are apt to loose, no matter whether it be
power, influence, money and other assets, self-confidence, prestige, and
convenience. And, of course, you don't want that. Nobody wishes to
disintegrate, loose either power, self-esteem, money, or convenience, only so
that women now get more of all that (507-508)." And: "Bearing children is, no
doubt, a woman's talent. She is creative, even if only physically so. Men do not
have that ability. It is rather difficult to accept this deficit. It can only be hidden
by the illusion of being superior to women in other areas." (353). Finally:
"Pointedly enough, no other form of government is able to illustrate the
repression of women in their function as members of the female sex as clearly
as the democratic one, if it denies political rights to them." (469).
Although Iris von Roten enclosed a long and impressing list of references,
she did not cite them in what I would call the humble gesture of the scholar
who tries to convince by quoting other important authorities. It is the I-gesture
of Frauen im Laufgitter which adds to the image of a political tract and of the
author as a selfish, dogmatic, and narcissistic person.
This vehement, astute, and ardent work was not written in a style people
were used to in the Switzerland of the 1950s, and especially not by a woman
writer. This was not the kind of book that wanted to win over an audience, and
the author was not a humble petitioner. The book was aggressive, it attacked
male dominance, it attacked patriarchy, - and men - did feel attacked.
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Fourth, there was a further reason for the fierce reaction the book caused.
Iris von Roten asserted that women would have to fight if they wanted to
change their situation: she spoke of strike, boycott, and fight. The mere idea
that women had to fight was abhorred by male readers, even by those
sympathetic to the demand of political equality as was Prof. Werner Kagi. It
also frightened women who had decided to win over male partners to their
cause. Although during the long years of their struggle for political equality the
women's movement had been showered with mockery and ridicule, women
still believed in the merit of being inconspicuous: if women could only show
their achievements, be it by their commitment and suffering during the war or
by a display of woman's work such as at the SAFFA exhibition, they would
finally win.
Impact
Devastated by the wave of hostile reviews in the media and the reactions
in public such as that at the Basel Carnival in 1959, which showed her as a
tamer in a man-high and cage-like playpen, with a whip trying to drive elderly
men in front of her, von
Roten decided not to
deal with the situation
of women any more.
She had expected the
book to be a success. It
was, as she stated in the
introduction, to be the
"book I would have
liked to have read at 20,
but could not find." Iris
von Roten had worked
for years on the text
and was convinced that
"Qualitat setzt sich
Courtesy of D 'Studiintin kunnt, University of Basel
<lurch, quality would
pay off," as she said in a 1989 interview. Of course, any author hopes for
success or at least acceptance. It made obviously no difference that in her book
von Roten had analyzed and described exactly those mechanisms that devalued
the efforts and achievements of women and the fact that "quality," if produced
by a woman, was not esteemed at all. She was deeply wounded. She took up
traveling and in 1960 drove by herself for six months through Turkey. Back in
Switzerland, she soon completed an account of her trip, but the manuscript was
rejected in 1962 by the well-known publishing house Ullstein and did not
appear until 1965 in a severely shortened version. Although disappointed, she
continued her travels, visiting Iran, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Morocco, Tunisia, Sri
Lanka, and Brazil.
Iris von Roten' s book has been called the German-language "missing link"
between Simone de Beauvoir's Le deuxieme sexe (1949) and Betty Friedan's
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The Feminine Mystique (1963). Although the Second Sex and Frauen im
La,ufgitter cannot be compared from a literary and philosophic point of view,
they may be compared as to their message and their keen analysis of women's
position in society. The different reaction to the two books in Switzerland is
telling. Unlike the response to de Beauvoir's Second Sex, Frauen imwufgitter
was called cold and soulless, though it was recognized that in many respects
it described Swiss reality accurately as did, for example a reviewer in Die
Staatsbiirgerin (1958). One key to the difference is the fact that unlike
Beauvoir's work, von Roten's book was viewed as a piece of political writing
and as a political program in the context of the debate on women's suffrage.
Beauvoir's criticism was accepted precisely because she did not seem to ask
freedom from men, as the Staatsbiirgerin journalist put it. But that was just
what Iris von Roten had to do, given the political context of her work. The
political constituency was exclusively male and thus, according to the Swiss
system of plebiscite, men had either to concede or deny women's suffrage.
That is why von Roten demanded political rights from men. And she did it in
a very straightforward way.
Thus the Swiss public willingly conceded a type of social criticism to a
philosopher from Paris, a metropolis of culture, that was denied the Swiss
writer who, after all, was merely a lawyer. Also the way Iris von Roten dressed,
gave offence, while Simone de Beauvoir's outfit was considered in a positive
light as being merely exotic. When von Roten was walking around by night in
Zurich dressed in trousers, she was even arrested by the police. The difference
of public opinion concerning de Beauvoir's and von Roten' s kind of dress was
thus symptomatic on a symbolic level.
The comparison shows that unlike von Roten, de Beauvoir was not
considered politically dangerous in Switzerland. From the kind reception that
de Beauvoir's book received one may conclude that in the 1950s not even
feminists understood the political implications of her analysis. Laure Wyss, a
well-known Swiss journalist commented on the attitude of the Germanspeaking women's movement. On the occasion of the death of Simone de
Beauvoir, she observed in the Wochen-Zeitung of 16 April 1986, that they had
not fully understand the political implications of the Second Sex and that in the
fifties the book was asking too much even of feminists. A fuller understanding
was reserved for the new feminist movement of the seventies, when Simone de
Beauvoir's work met with an enthusiastic reception, especially in the Frenchspeaking part of Switzerland.
When the women's movement of the 1970s and historians belonging to it
"discovered" women's history, Iris von Roten's book was not part of their
baggage. The new generation in Germany as well as in Switzerland was far
more influenced by Betty Friedan's Feminine Mystique, which had been
translated into German in 1970, or by new research undertaken in the United
States. Susanna Woodtli mentions Iris von Roten in her study of the history of
the women's movement in Switzerland - perhaps the first book representing
the "new" wave of women's history - as proof that underneath all that quiet
surface and bourgeois decorum of Swiss society, there was some tremor in the
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"underground." She called Women in the Playpen a "bomb," which was thrown
onto the neat Swiss surface, and commented with an irony comparable to
Roten's that "because of the war-experience one still knew how to handle firebombs: put a lot of sand on it and shuffle it away quickly. Thus the fire-bomb
was deactivated and did not have much effect, for the moment" (182). Woodtli
realized that von Roten anticipated many of the ideas of the new women's
movement of the late sixties. If historians younger than Woodtli, who was born
in 1920 and may be called a link between those who had fought for the vote
and university historians of the new generation, read Iris von Roten's study,
they appreciated the verve and wit of the book and viewed the reaction to the
author as an example of the way women were silenced in the late fifties.
Neither Iris von Roten's insight into the development of historical
processes like the French Revolution and its (non-) effect on women's status,
nor her knowledge of Swiss history of the nineteenth century were appreciated.
It took some time till Olymphe de Gouges was (re-) discovered and until Swiss
historians realized how much industrialization, especially the fact that
Switzerland was industrialized early, had to do with women's labor, and that
unlike in the United States, women's employment rate in Switzerland was very
high towards the end of the nineteenth century and only dropped afterwards.
Nor was it acknowledged that the institution of "Geschlechtsvormundschaft,"
the provision that all women had to have a legal guardian, was in some cantons
not abolished until the last third of the nineteenth century, nor that the early
date of male emancipation in Switzerland and the lack of democracy for
women were part and parcel of the very structure of (Swiss) democracy, to
mention just a few examples of Iris von Roten's interpretations. If it was
known at all, historians took her book seriously only as an analysis of the fifties
and as an ardent demand for emancipation, but not as a source of new
interpretations of women's history in general and Swiss history in particular.
One of the reasons may have been her style: Perhaps even university historians
had learned that anger and wrath were signs of bad research.
Today most of von Roten's historical interpretations are accepted, and
focused research has been done in the field where she just dropped some
sentences. But it took a long time and a considerable amount of historical
research and theorizing until her view that the main structural difference
between women's work and men's work was not the work-content but the
salary, would become part of the theory of women's work. Until the 1980s the
devaluation of female work by content, for instance due to its closeness to, and
connection with, housework, was still dominant. The concept of the social
construction of gender, which is inherent in her analysis of the vicious circle
of the devaluation of any work carried out by women as well as in her concept
of sexual difference, would only be taken up in the 1980s when the "sexgender debate" was at its height.
In those debates Iris von Roten' s study was not considered. It seems to be
one of the unfortunate discontinuities of women's history that there is no
continuity in the transfer of knowledge. And she herself did not encourage such
a transfer, to say the least.
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On the political level some of her solutions have been realized - or at least
are no longer considered "simply impossible": Women fought successfully for
the vote, women even went on strike, and motherhood insurance was realized
after several unsuccessful attempts. Thus today the impact and relevance of her
book does not only lie in its farsightedness as to new interpretations of
historical developments, in her demands for change, or in her offering solutions
for problems. Although one of her demands which she considered most
important - equal pay for equal work - is still far away yet, and full equality
thus remains a thorny issue.
What is most interesting from today's understanding of gender theory and
its concepts is von Roten's interpretation of the sexual difference as gender,
that is, as a social construct. Yet without revoking its social construction, she
struggles at the same time with what she calls the "physiological side" (311).
In light of a "new biologism" she discusses and biologizes again the bodily
difference between men and women. Her keen understanding of the social side
of phenomena such as menstruation, pregnancy, and motherhood is especially
impressing.
But what I consider to be most significant is that Iris von Roten seemed to
be perfectly aware of what in modem gender theory is being called
"intersectionality". She interpreted women's situation in the broad contexts of
historical development and of the present, and she was well aware that
discrimination interacted on multiple levels. Classical models of oppression
often fall short of seeing how various aspects interrelate, create a new system
of oppression, and reflect the "intersection" of multiple forms of
discrimination. In contrast, von Roten' s analysis was a clear-sighted answer to
how gender is constructed and to how discrimination operates.
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Introduction to Blumenblicke
Zurich: eFeF Verlag, 1993.
Hortensia von Roten
Iris vonRoten (1917-1990) was a painter who was driven by an inner need
to express her aesthetic vision with unrnediated directness. In contrast to her
published work, her paintings are not an invitation to public discourse, but to
the enjoyment of the world of flowers in their various forms and colors. She
wanted to create a hundred works of art before her oeuvre was to be shown in
public. When eye problems prevented her from painting at the end of the
1980s, she had created fifty-six works in oil and about twenty on paper had
been created. She still thought of an exhibit, but now she lacked the vigor and
energy needed for such an undertaking. On 11 September 1990 Iris von Roten
died. She explicitly did not want a memorial service. Peter von Roten and I
decided, therefore, to make an exhibit of Iris' paintings and to issue a catalog
in order to commemorate her by the lively and magnificent flowers of her
paintings. The death of Peter von Roten in August 1991 crossed these plans.
But in the fall of 1993 it became a reality: Forty paintings of Iris von Roten
were shown to a wider public in Brig by the Kunstverein (Art Society) of the
Upper Valais. A further exhibit was prepared in Zurich at the renowned Gallery
of Roswitha Haftmann for Spring 1998. The published book Blumenblicke
resulted from the planned catalog. Selecting only paintings of flowers took into
account that Iris von Roten pursued that genre above all with masterful
originality. On the one hand the often repeated motif of flowers documents a
lifelong passion of Iris von Roten, on the other the intensely colorful and
unconventionally elegant compositions testify to Iris von Roten' s artistic talent.
Throughout her life Iris von Roten was engaged in drawing and painting.
Already as a teenager she would spend
whole afternoons drawing. On walks she
would sketch landscapes, in churches and
monasteries examine frescoes, altars, and
statues as well as study architectural details
and draw what she saw. Barely eighteen, she
traveled, sketchbook in hand, through the
Rhineland and northeastern France, a
journey dominated by Gothic art. On her
next travels to Italy, master works of the
Blumenblicke
Renaissance predominated. Also in later
years she loved to visit galleries, yet remained coolly analytical and did not
commit to a particular master or work.
28
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During her legal studies and her journalistic activities in Zurich and
Lucerne there seemed to be no time for drawing. Only after her marriage to
Peter von Roten and the move to Leuk in the V alais in 1946 did Iris von Roten
resume painting. Without hesitation she faced the huge canvas and in vigorous
strokes painted the Rhone Valley viewed westward from Leuk. In the same
period she also made a portrait of Peter in which his lush black locks sensually
contrast with a ruby red tie and the collar of his jacket that was rimmed by
black Persian fur.
In 1950 Iris von Roten took over the direction of the advertisement
division of the firm Hanro in Liestal. During the week she lived in Basel, Peter
von Roten in Leuk, and they spent the weekends together in the Valais. In
1951, Peter von Roten also moved most of his professional activities to Basel,
where they owned a beautiful house in the old part of the city. In 1952 their
daughter Hortensia was born. From then on Iris von Roten devoted herself
totally to her life's work, a comprehensive investigation of the social position
of women which was published in 1958 with the title Frauen im Laufgitter
[Women in the Playpen] that created an earthquake in Switzerland. The epochal
work was met by waves of hatred and rejection. Pints of venomous ink, mixedin with liquid manure, were poured over the author. Iris von Roten was repelled
and disappointed. Soon she undertook alone a six-month trip to Turkey. She
published her impressions and reflections under the title Vom Bosporus zum
Euphrat [From the Bosporus to the Euphrates]. Most critics viewed her book
positively, but her annoyance with the publisher, who had demanded massive
cuts, and in the end the meager remuneration for all the journalistic trouble,
dampened her joy of writing. She now turned more and more to painting
because, as she pointed out to a publisher friend, "in contrast to sculptures and
paintings, a successful work in book form is exposed already in its formation
to change and destruction by a third party."
Iris von Roten would sit before a large canvas between delphiniums in
bloom. In the eyes of her six-year old daughter the canvas was huge, and its
transportation from home to the market-garden in Rieben and back was a
veritable adventure in which she had a big role to play. Together with the easel
the canvas was diagonally placed through the open sunroof of the Fiat 600. It
was Hortensia's task to stand behind the canvas and to hold it firm. It was one
of the many wonderful car trips with her mother. In good weather the folding
roof was always open, and she was allowed to stand up on the backseat and
defiantly face the intense wind.
For several weeks Iris von Roten would spend every afternoon until
nightfall among the delphinium beds. Every other day she would change
position until a new branch with blossoms would be painted. Iris von Roten
was not concerned with the flowerbeds, nor the flower garden, nor with the
rendition of the ambiance of a summery afternoon; she devoted her attention
exclusively to the delphinium sprigs, marked by densely arrayed blossoms of
different form and size, and the harmony in blue. The delphiniums proudly
stretch upward in pairs and in groups. In the lower right hand of the picture
below a small delphinium is peeking up like an audacious - or shy - rebel in
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the tall lanky group. It is as if the presence of the little daughter, who during
the painting rummaged through the garden and whom the owner initiated into
all kinds of plant-wonders, had found her parallel in the world of flowers. The
flower stems cover a white surface, without making a shadow, without
background, and without a hint of their origin. What is decisive are the natural
forms of leaves and blossoms, the warm intensity of colors as well as the
generosity and clarity of composition.
From now on Iris von Roten made two to four large oil paintings a year
and embarked on extended trips abroad. In her painting she did not seek selfrealization as she did as a publicist. In her artistic endeavor she found
relaxation and satisfaction as an intellectual. Therefore she did not submit to
a forced schedule. Individual projects took a very long time to mature.
Her motifs ranged from flowers to gardens and from buildings to
landscapes. Iris von Roten discovered the latter subjects mainly on excursions
into the neighboring Alsace and during annual visits of several weeks to her
sister Sylvia Mazot-Meyer and her husband, the painter Louis Mazot. Sylvia
had been able to establish herself in Paris as an art dealer and as a designer. She
owned a magnificent house in the medieval town of Provins, the garden of
which reached upward towards the old castle. Louis had a country home near
Montpellier. Especially during the 1970s and 1980s, the stays with Sylvia and
Louis in Provins and in southern France had become a firm tradition. During
each visit Iris painted one or two pictures. She also explored the surroundings,
visited historic places, and rummaged through antique shops and flea markets
of the region. As all her journeys, she undertook these trips always by herself.
Iris von Roten captured many of the impressive landscapes she had discovered
on canvas. Yet Sylvia's garden provided the objects for pictures more than the
landscapes of southern France, since all kinds of flowers remained Iris'
preferred pictorial motif.
The flower paintings show tulips at all stages, amaryllises with oversized
brilliant red blossoms, irises in numerous shades of color, and lilies in many
variations. Also poppies, columbines and sweat peas, hollyhocks, oleanders
and trumpet vines, orchids, roses and arum, pansies, jasmines and forget-menots, narcissus, daisies and hyacinths, hibiscus, gladiolas and asters as well as
dahlias, osters, and chrysanthemums. The flowers are often presented singly,
as in botanical studies of the 18th century. They are spread over a picture's
space in harmonious constellation, range beyond the canvas, or crowd in from
all sides into a picture's space. At times they are tied into loose bouquets and
set in vases and occasionally are also accompanied by some artistic objects.
Depending on the plant and the season, Iris von Roten painted outdoors, either
in her own garden or in the garden of friends or even in the Botanical Garden.
Often she also worked in the studio of her house in Basel. When she painted
in her studio, the flowers stood singly in vases. She would paint a prearranged
bouquet but rarely, as she did one day when a long-standing friend sent her a
magnificent flower arrangement. The bouquet delighted her so much that she
immediately began painting it. She set the flowers in front of a mirror in order
to intensify their luscious elegance.
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Iris von Roten loved flowers. "The innumerable plants in summer, always
more, and always again others," she wrote euphorically about summer, "testify
to an invincible will to live." In flowers she found not only vitality embodied,
but also beauty, a beauty in which nature and the hand of humans became one.
Iris von Roten felt a strong need to shape her life esthetically, thereby making
all spheres of life joyful to the senses and thus more tolerable. "If at all, then
beautiful," wrote Iris von Roten, modifying a Puritan phrase, and continued:
"Beauty is a necessity of life for all - the sense for beauty transforms
everything. In it lies the art of making true nature, the essence of things,
visible. It gives them their value, creates treasures and thereby enriches." She
ended with the sigh: "Done not only properly, but also beautifully - it would
be a different life."
Despite her strong esthetic view of flowers, Iris von Roten also had a
practical understanding of plants that derived from the experience she had
gained in the large garden of her parents in Rapperswil on the lake of Zurich.
She had the so-called green thumb. She knew how to accommodate plants and
knew their needs. It led to much genuine success in her house, but also meant
many surrenders. Iris von Roten, for instance, had to find a new place for a
hibiscus bush that delighted visitors with the lush splendor of its blossoms, but
in her winter garden had soon reached the size of a tree. She advertised for a
new suitable place and also found one. With the help of two students the
beloved plant was finally ushered to a new spot. The thought that plants, too,
have a soul, seemed to Iris von Roten not entirely wayward. Thus for days a
newspaper report about a so-called flower murderer was the center of the
evening conversation at the dinner table. A scientific experiment had been
reported in which the reaction of plants to one being picked to pieces in the
same room was measured. According to the report, the other plants did
"recognize" the "tormenter" at a later occasion.
Her own, shady city-garden with its giant horse chestnut tree received
devoted care, but the possibilities especially in regard to flowers were severely
limited. The best opportunities came in spring when trees were still without
foliage. Then the tulips, narcissus and daffodils looked like colorful islands in
the dark ivy covering the ground. It was a yearly returning spectacular sight.
For years numerous new kinds of tulips were systematically tried. This is
documented by the marked and annotated catalogs of the large nurseries that
filled the drawers. Iris von Roten also found new ideas at garden shows and in
botanical gardens and enjoyed visits to beautiful gardens of befriended
relatives. She noted each change attentively and acknowledged success without
envy in which occasionally she had had a hand through the floral treasures she
had brought along.
Her wish to shape a landscape garden was not fulfilled. But in the 1960s
she was able to purchase the Heidnischbiel (Pagan Hill) in Raron, the home of
Peter von Roten in the Valais. This boulder is a stone's throw from the
medieval tower in which they both lived. "If I were a poet," wrote the
chronicler Konrad Zeller about the Heidnischbiel, "I would try to express the
whole wave of primal feelings that arise in me when I think of this flat, drawn
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out boulder which drops off steeply on almost all sides and stands separated
from the northern side of the mountain by the gentle Burgmatten. Although it
does not lie in the middle of the large valley, it stands nevertheless free
between its two sides. I would talk about the delight that fills me when I stand
on its back, enveloped by the roar of the valley's stormy wind - one almost
feels as if heaviness was lifting and one was floating in space .... And I would
tell how I experience the boulder in its numerous garbs when I approach it from
different sides and in different seasons: In spring, when it is covered by the
furry bells of the monkshood and when thousands of the liverwort's white and
blue stars ring its base; somewhat later, when the yellow of the foxgloves
dominates; then again when a whole veil of purple lobelia covers the south
side. In summer, when it is burnt brown and only the large fat and the small
silvery house wort dominate the field, together with the small silvery grey and
finely ruffled wormwood, and when in between crimson carnations and goldenyellow small yarrows are dispersed. I would have to say something about the
smells which come from the creeping juniper, the juniper bushes and the
wormwood that lie in every hollow." Here in this rich natural landscape Iris
. von Roten spent many hours, here on the Heidnischbiel under the juniper
bushes rest her ashes.
Raron, The Tower, in Summer 1993.

Translated by Leo Schelbert, revised by Kirsten Schelbert and Hortensia von
Roten
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Verliebte Feinde, Iris und Peter von Roten.
Ztirich: Ammann Verlag, 2007

Enamoured Enemies: A Review Essay
Laura Villiger

He - patrician, Roman-Catholic, conservative and from an influential
family of the Upper Valais; she - middle-class, firmly Protestant, progressive,
and headstrong. Both strikingly attractive, intelligent and passionate, they were
immediately drawn to each other - by their differences as much as by what
they shared. The bond that gradually formed between them over six tumultuous
years, was strong enough to withstand the strains to which they exposed it. One
of its fruits was their daughter Hortensia, born in 1952; another was Iris von
Roten's Frauen im Laufgitter (1958), a caustic, minute analysis of women's
place in Switzerland during the conservative post-war era. The book caused a
heated national debate, antagonizing not just representatives of the traditional
male bastion but liberal women and feminist groups as well. In the event,
though, it left a mark on Swiss thinking, eventually helping to bring about
changes in the country's traditional gender relations.
But who was Iris von Roten? Who was the man by her side, who supported
her in all her emancipatory endeavours, who came to share her interest in free
love and eventually outdid her in amorous adventuring? What was the nature
of their relationship, fraught with tension as it was from the start? Wilfried
Meichtry, historian, Germanist, and himself a native ofLeuk, Valais, explores
these and other questions in his double biography Verliebte Feinde (Amman,
2007). What forms the basis of his careful investigation is Iris and Peter's
intense correspondence between 1943, when they started to grow closer, and
1949, when they were secretly married. During that period they wrote some
1200 letters to each other, many of which strike one as vivid and thoughtprovoking. By carefully documenting their exchanges, the author not only
traces their individual histories but also examines the dynamics of their
relationship and firmly places it in a larger socio-historical context.
How does Meichtry approach his subject? Rather than unrolling each
biography individually and chronologically, he launches straight into Peter von
Roten's young adulthood. We meet him in 1943, at the age of twenty-seven,
as he lives in Raron, a village in the Upper Valais, where his patrician forebears
- all conservative Catholics - ruled for generations. Living with him is his
domineering and excessively pious mother, his spinster aunt and one older
33
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brother, Ernst. We see him engaged in managing the von Roten estate, running
his own small law office, representing the Catholic-conservative party in the
cantonal parliament of the Valais, writing articles for the canton's main
newspaper Walliser Landbote and holding various other public offices.
Enough, it seems, to keep a young man busy and, arguably, happy.
Characteristically, however, while all this was going on, Peter was
dreaming of an entirely different existence. A semester abroad, at the
Sorbonne, while he had been studying towards his law degree, had kindled his
interest in literature, philosophy and art - subjects he had been drawn to since
his schooldays at the convent school in Brig; moreover, it showed him the
clash between urban life, with its liberating anonymity, and the suffocating
existence of his home town: "Only in the city can one be human," he
commented in his diary in 1936. Back in Switzerland, he was faced with a
mother intent on getting him suitably married off as fast as possible and by the
many other pressures imposed by the large von Roten clan. Peter's way of
dealing with the situation would be characteristic of him all his life: while
cultivating a nonchalant exterior, he managed to keep the necessary distance
and remain non-committal. This enabled him, apart from attending to many
duties simultaneously, to entertain some dozen parallel correspondences with
eager marital candidates.
Iris Meyer, however, instantly struck him as different when he first met her
as a fellow student the University of Bern, and in a way that made it impossible
for him to remain distant. Cool, bright, elegant and independent, she seemed
aloof and seductive at the same time - a 'stone goddess', as he called her. In
fact, Iris Meyer suffered intensely under what she felt to be people's coldness
and indifference. Having been brought up by a dominant and self-centred
father, a small industrialist on the upper Lake of Zurich, and a mother who,
feckless and apathetic, had never mustered much interest in her children, Iris
felt intensely unloved - an affliction that would plague her throughout her life.
As a result, on meeting Peter, she felt flattered by his interest yet deeply
doubtful of his underlying motives. The dynamics that developed between the
two could not have been more fraught: mutual projections, suspicions,
recriminations alternated with temporary reconciliations and renewed
accusations, frequently stretching the fragile friendship beyond breaking point.
Particularly Iris could be harsh and uncompromising: when at the beginning of
their acquaintance Peter once took her out to see a French film with Jean
Gabin, started a discussion on religion and, in the event, awkwardly placed a
kiss on her cheek, she responded with an instant slap and left him on the spot.
The two weren't to talk to each other any more for several years.
But Iris' high ideals and her unwillingness to compromise also had their
positive side. Throughout the intensive correspondence preceding their
marriage, she constantly challenged Peter to reflect on love, personal
autonomy, society and women's liberation. (Conspicuously absent in their
discussions, as Meichtry rightly points out, are references to the wider political
context, for after all, these were the war years, and world history was taking
place in their closest vicinity.) Iris's great gift for writing, as well as her interest
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in cultural matters drew her to journalism. So after earning her law degree, she
worked as a journalist for various women's magazines, most notably the
Schweizerspiegel, a progressive cultural magazine of the time.
Despite the constant ups-and-downs between them, the intense
correspondence and the occasional encounters between Iris and Peter gradually
made it clear that marriage was the only viable form in which to continue their
relationship. However, while Peter saw Iris's conversion to the Catholic church
as a sine qua non, she considered it a means of repression and subjugation, thus
resisting it. Ironically, once she did come round to the idea, after many
tormented letter exchanges, Peter's mother took it into her hands to prevent it.
Ironically, too, this was the final incentive for Peter to yield to Iris's will: a
hasty secret wedding was arranged in Fribourg in July 1946, with just a few
friends present and no family. Iris remained Protestant.
Not surprisingly, unconventional as their courting and wedding had been,
their marriage was not going to be run-of-the-mill, either. Not surprisingly,
either, Peter's family reacted to Iris with hostility. While she was briefly
staying at the von Roten house in Raron before the young couple moved to
Visp, a neighbouring village of Raron, his mother wrote to her daughter: "Dr.
Iris doesn't come down before luncheon; she leaves for Visp with Peter at 1 pm
and only returns at 7 pm. She isn't paying much attention to us (thank
goodness!)." The beginning of 1947 saw the opening of Iris and Peter's joint
law office in Visp. At the same time, Peter was elected president of the Great
Council of the Valais and nominated for election to the National Council. By
contrast, Iris's career start proved a disappointment - not only did she fail to
get mandates unless Peter arranged for it, but many of their clients simply
regarded her as Peter's secretary. To make matters worse, women issues were
practically unheard of in the Upper Valais, and no interest was shown in Iris's
efforts to encourage a public debate on them. Unwilling to bow to the
traditional dictates of her new home, Iris confronted her husband with her ideas
of a radically open relationship. For her, as in professional life, what counted
in sexuality was absolute self-determination. This implied being entirely free
to do as one liked despite being married. Her radical position must be seen in
the context of women's legal situation in Switzerland at the time: according to
the civil code, they were virtually subject to their husband's will, sequestered
in the home and dependent on them in most matters. Iris's demands first
irritated and unsettled Peter, but gradually he began to distance himself from
the precepts of his church and began to question Catholic sex morals
increasingly. In time, feminism became the overriding concern in their joint
"programme", with Peter declaring that John Stuart Mill's The Subjection of
Women ought to be made required reading in Switzerland.
Iris's unwillingness to adjust to her new environment, coupled with a
miscarriage, led her to conclude that she had to get away from Switzerland to
further her education and career. It was characteristic of her that, although their
marriage seems to have been happy and intense, she would never make it easy
for herself and for them. Four months in England in 1947 were followed by a
sabbatical year in the United States in 1948. The time spent at the University
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of Missouri at Columbia, the University of Chicago and in Washington was
used to systematically explore the nature of gender relationships of her time,
a project she wanted to result in a book. Disappointingly for Iris, though, as far
as women's issues were concerned, post-war America proved in many ways
just as backward as Switzerland. Equally impracticable therefore proved her
idea of free love, in that none of the men she met managed to live up to her
high ideals. Even so, her observations were recorded minutely and sent home
to Peter. Instead of reproaching her for her erotic adventures, he encouraged
her to pursue them, following suit himself. Thus, as Meichtry puts it "in the
shortest time, Peter mutated from a pious upholder of moral standards to a
surreptitious epicure of erotica." Their mutual frankness regarding their sexual
adventures may alienate readers. Yet Meichtry is careful not to pass judgement.
Instead, he suggests that the very closeness created by sharing their experiences
helped to draw them to each other.
By the end of June 1949 a first version of Iris's book had been completed
and she returned to Switzerland. This marked the end of a remarkable letter
exchange that had spanned a good seven years. The couple set up home in
Basel and Iris became pregnant. True to her style, although she had long been
hoping for a child, she would not let this affect her life: when a healthy
daughter - Hortensia - was born, she was determined not to breastfeed her a decision met with incomprehension by her female contemporaries. Instead,
she returned to her manuscript. Soon the girl was sent to stay with host families
and later to boarding school in England. By the beginning of 1958 Frauen im
Laufgitter was ready for publication. At some 500 pages, it was an enormous
tour de force, a comprehensive investigation of gender relationships in Western
culture. To fully grasp the complexity of her subject and to put it into its proper
context, the author drew on her know ledge of history, sociology, psychology,
anthropology and biology. In contrast to Simone de Beauvoir's Le deu:x:ieme
sexe, whose focus had been largely philosophical, Iris wanted her work to be
a political manifesto, aiming at nothing less than fundamental equality between
the sexes. In this way, the book emerges as the product of a long struggle
against a reality she kept rejecting - one where women had still very limited
access to the professional and public arena, where men still exerted
considerable control over them, and where childbirth often meant the end of
any kind of professional career for a woman.
The book's publication caused a nationwide scandal, with most of its
reviews being negative. Even Switzerland's umbrella organisation for women
publicly distanced itself from it, not least because it coincided with the
National Women Exhibition (SAFFA), whose goal it was to celebrate
traditional female values. Although there were many readers, too, who
responded positively, the violence of the reaction made Iris withdraw her
public commitment to women matters. While Peter would continue undaunted
to lobby on gender issues in parliament, Iris cultivated her many cultural
interests: after travelling extensively in the Near East and Mediterranean, she
published her observations in another book, Vom Bosporus zum Euphrat.
Turken und Turkei (1965). And, once travelling no longer appealed- Iris was
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horrified by the advent of mass tourism and the devastation it wreaked - she
devoted herself more and more to her flower watercolours, an art form for
which she had a particular talent. Although by then the pugnacious Iris seems
to have vanished - at least publicly - Meichtry underlines that she was by no
means resigned. And even when, at the age of seventy-three, she ended her life
in 1990, he manages to show that this was not an act of desperation but a
conscious act of will, when life could no longer be lived with grace. One can
therefore hardly overestimate how strongly Iris von Roten's life, and its end,
had been governed by aesthetic principles.
Meichtry, by allowing the extant documents to speak for themselves,
succeeds in paying homage to two remarkable figures without judging them two personalities who, often challenging themselves and each other to their
limits, managed to be highly creative and productive, thereby leaving a lasting
mark on Switzerland's post-war history.

Sketch from letter of Peter von Roten to Iris on May 21, 1946
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PART TWO: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
Equal Rights - American Style
Margot Ammann Durrer

Awakenings and Murmurs of Protest
In the United States, the history of women's struggle for equal rights
played out in many ways unique to this young developing country. The early
settlers, both men and women, brought with them a burning desire for freedom
to worship and govern as they chose. Existence in a new world was a dire
struggle. Then came the conflict of loyalty to the King of England and the fight
for Independence. Through all of this the women stood side by side with their
husbands, wielding the plough and shotgun, sharing their work, but excluded
from community decisions.
A determined young woman, Anne Hutchinson, was banished from the
colony of Puritans in Massachusetts for her outspoken views and for
demanding the right to preach and take part in church government. She sought
refuge in a neighboring settlement in the more religiously tolerant Rhode Island
and later moved to Manhattan Island. Here her right to speak was respected
until, alas, this feisty lady met her fate by a tomahawk wielded during an
Indian attack. But her spirit stayed on.
John Adams, a young lawyer from Boston, traveled three days on
horseback to Philadelphia to join other representatives of the thirteen newly
independent colonies to form a government Constitution. Back home, his
candid wife, Abigail, held the fort (almost literally). She wrote him, "In the
new Code of Laws which I suppose it will be necessary for you to make I
desire you would Remember the Ladies, and be more generous and favorable
to them than your ancestors. Do not put such unlimited powers into the hands
of the Husbands. Remember all Men would be tyrants if they could. If
particular care is not paid to the Ladies we are determined to foment a
Revolution, and will not hold ourselves bound by any Laws in which we have
no voice, or Representation." The subject of woman's suffrage was discussed
at the Convention, but with such strongly divided opinions that the matter was
omitted from the Federal Constitution, leaving the qualifications for voting to
the individual states. Actually, some states had laws prohibiting women from
voting. It would take a while until the "Ladies" "fomented" their Revolution.
As life became more settled in the colonies, women were sequestered back
into their houses, destined to play the role of goddess of the hearth and family.
Some women of the upper and middle class reached beyond this confinement
through volunteer work in fields acceptable for a female role of nurturing, such
as social work, teaching and nursing. Other women resorted to writing for
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venting their feeling of inequality. Many were unsung heroes; others left a
legacy that formed the foundation upon which equal rights for women were
established.
Some Leading "Ladies"
Jane Addams (1860-1935) is an outstanding example of a woman "of
means" who broke the bonds of servitude to house and family by helping the
plight of women less fortunate. In 1889 she established a settlement house in
a private mansion in Chicago, "to provide social and educational opportunities
for working class people". This was the beginning of welfare for women and
children in the lower classes in America. It was a small step toward considering
women's rights ..
A few women struck out independently to make a place for themselves in
man's world. Especially in the professions, they broke down barriers and
inspired other women to follow. In the field of medicine, the first woman to
obtain a medical degree was Elizabeth Blackwell (1821-1910). Despite all
obstacles against women in that profession she earned her medical degree, then
established a clinic to train nurses and care for indigent women. Later she
opened a woman's medical school. An ardent feminist, she urged women to
study nursing and medicine. Clara Barton, a nurse serving in Civil War,
became an "Angel of the Battlefield", later becoming the founder of the
American Red Cross. Her example raised nursing to an honorable profession
and inspired many women to enter that field.
Harriet Beecher Stowe, a gentle wife of a college professor and mother of
six children, wrote a novel entitled "Uncle Tom's Cabin, or Life Among the
Lowly". It was based on her personal observations of escaped slaves and actual
slave conditions. Although stylistic, the story humanized the slaves and
aroused strong sympathy for their suffering. The author was severely criticized
by some for writing fabricated conditions. Stowe answered this with
documentation proving that every incident in the book had actually occurred.
Published in 1852, her book caused uproar in the North and abroad and even
in the South. It strengthened the Abolitionists
resolve to help emancipate the slaves. 300,000
copies were sold within the first year. Upon meeting
the author, Abraham Lincoln was supposed to have
stated, "So you are the little lady that started the civil
war." Many of the suffragettes supported the
Abolition Movement, perhaps because their own
feeling of subjugation stirred empathy for the plight
of slaves.
As counterpart to the middle and upper class
white American ladies campaigning for women's
rights, one finds a remarkable black woman,
Sojourner Truth. Religious ardor was the chief card
Sojourner Truth
of this former slave, but alongside of her preaching
she gave active support to abolition of slavery and to
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the women's rights movement. Tall and impressive, through her simple
outspoken demeanor, her popularity spread as she traveled about in New
England. As a result of her efforts in fighting segregation of Blacks on public
transportation, Abraham Lincoln received her in the White House. Perhaps her
most memorable moment was for her speech at a Woman's Rights Convention
in Akron, Ohio, in 1851. In her fiery plea for equality, punctuated by the
refrain "Ain't I a woman?" she added, "The poor men seem to be all in
confusion and don't know what to do. Why children, if you have women's
rights, give it to her and you will feel better. You will have your own rights,
and there won't be so much trouble."
The Civil War and fight for emancipation of slaves pushed women's
causes in the background, but further underlined the importance of striving for
voting rights. If the male legislators were not responding to requests or protests,
women themselves would have to resort to forceful demands. Determined,
strong women such as Susan B. Anthony and Lucy Stone picked up the banner
as well as Carrie Chapman Catt, but in separate organizations and each with a
different agenda. All manner of political maneuvering was attempted. Susan
B. Anthony pulled a neat publicity stunt in 1872 by voting at the presidential
election. This was declared illegal and she was promptly fined one hundred
dollars.
In this drama for women's liberation, Francis Elizabeth Willard presented
another interesting sideshow. Committed to improving working conditions of
women and other social reform as well as women's suffrage, she saw
alcoholism as a cause of poverty, wife beating, child abuse and fetal
abnormalities. Abolishing alcohol would liberate women, she preached. The
Christian Temperance Union, a movement to prohibit alcohol, had already
started among the early colonists but was raised to the status of battle when this
determined woman became its president in 1879. Many stories and cartoons
depicted women in their long skirts and bonnets, marching in protest, singing
hymns in front of saloons or even emptying bottles of liquor from the saloons
onto the street. Amazing!y, in 1919 an amendment prohibiting the manufacture,
sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors in the United States was passed
by Congress and was ratified by the required number of state legislatures. It
became the 18th Amendment to the Constitution. Prohibition was unpopular
and led to illegal "speak-easies" and "bootlegging". After thirteen "dry" years
the "experiment" was deemed a failure and was repealed under the presidency
of Franklin D. Roosevelt. It had not helped women to gain their rights to vote.
Margaret Sanger (1879-1966), an ardent suffragette, attempted to liberate
women from a different burden. As a public health nurse she cared for patients
in the poor section of New York. A large number of women risked their own
lives to self-abort or obtain risky illegal abortions because they simply could
not afford to feed one more mouth in their already too-large families. The
Comstock Act of 1873, a twisted perversion of prudery, prohibited distribution
of all information on contraception and sex linked infections. In defiance of
this law, Sanger opened a public clinic for women in 1913. This was promptly
closed and Sanger was placed in prison. In 1923 she opened another clinic, and
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again was imprisoned along with other women who had joined her in
protesting the Comstock law. They staged a hunger strike, which led to forced
feeding. This brutal treatment aroused public opinion but it was not until 1936
that the Comstock Law was finally repealed and another forty years (1965)
before contraception became legalized. One can well postulate that women's
votes had much to do with these two major changes in the bastion of male
jurisdiction. The Planned Parenthood Federation, founded by Margaret Sanger,
has today become an international organization.
Such were the early murmurings from women reaching out to break the
bonds of prejudice thwarting their fair share in man's world. Here and there
women were breaking free from the bondage of servitude to man but universal
suffrage for women was the master key that would finally open the door to
equality. For women to attain this took almost a century and a half from the
time of Abigail Adam's plea to her husband. It leaves a trail of political
maneuvering, strong leadership, and dramatic showmanship on the part of
members of their own sex.
Meeting and Marching
"The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied on
account of sex."
This Nineteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution to grant
women universal suffrage, finally ratified in 1920, was a pivotal moment in the
movement in America for women's rights. By this time, America had grown
from a union of thirteen colonies to a nation of forty-eight states. Although the
rigbt to vote would not wash the dishes, care for the children or pay the bills,
it would give women access to the rights and legal protection afforded first
class citizens. It would give them a voice to be heeded by those in government
who curried their votes. By entering into public positions they could become
emissaries of women's rights. In Switzerland, suffrage for women was first
obtained in 1971. One often heard the quote, "we Swiss women do not have to
vote, our husbands will vote for both of us." This is perhaps an
oversimplification but lack of motivation for suffrage may be due partly
because women in Switzerland were not grappling with forces outside of the
home that the American women so strongly espoused, such as emancipation of
slaves, social reforms for the lower classes, and inequality in education.
Culturally, for Swiss women, the idea of politics being strictly male territory
goes much further back in centuries than for the American women who were
only three centuries away from the pioneer women fighting for freedom. Swiss
women of today have probably caught up with their American sisters. In both
countries women have voting and property rights, they may choose to become
pregnant or to have an abortion and they are entering the workforce in areas
heretofore unthinkable for women.
The vital steps for achieving suffrage for women in the United States were
linked with factors unique to America. Slavery was one of these factors. This
worldwide abomination had become a problem from the very beginning of the
Union of the States, (at that time consisting of thirteen separate colonies,
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huddled around the north east comer of the country.) This problem was in tum
linked to groups of the early settlers who came to America seeking religious
freedom. One group, the Quakers, who allowed their women a voice in
political matters, carried a strong agenda for abolishing slavery and
consumption of alcohol. Abolition, temperance, suffrage. The cause of these
bedfellows followed each other lock step, and each in tum achieved an
amendment to the Constitution. The story as it unfolds is a true American story
and a celebration of women's indomitable spirit.

Seneca Falls, New York, 1848: Site of the First Women's Rights Convention
By an interesting twist of fate, a meeting of the Society of Abolition of the
Slave Trade in Great Britain in 1787 triggered a reaction that led to the first
organization for women's rights in America. Two American women, Lucretia
Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton were incensed at having to sit in a side room
at that meeting, listening through curtains. As members of a Quaker
community, they were accustomed to women participating in political
meetings. Suddenly, for the two abolitionists, injustices to the black people had
become injustices to womanhood. A few years later, back in her home town of
Seneca Falls, New York, Mrs. Stanton placed a notice in her local paper for a
"woman's rights convention". For presentation at the meeting, she had
prepared a "Declaration of Sentiments", a searing litany of injustices of man
against woman, deliberately paralleling the "Declaration of Independence" of
the colonists from the tyranny of the English King. This declaration was
followed by a list of eleven resolutions for improving the lot of women. Upon
reading the draft of this paper, her husband took exception to resolution #9,
demanding women's right to vote. Even her friend, Lucretia Mott, protested,
"Why, Lizzie, this will make us ridiculous." In Stanton's own words, "But I
persisted for I saw clearly that the power to make the law was the right through
which all others could be secured."
This small notice in the local paper drew a larger crowd than expected.
Three hundred people attended the convention and filled three days with ardent
speeches. Stanton's husband had left town to avoid embarrassment. All
resolutions were voted upon unanimously except #9, which only squeaked
through by a narrow margin. Although there was a growing awakening for
improvement of their lot, the idea of women voting was still inconceivable for
men and also for most women. It would take time: almost a century and a half!
However, the lady's glove had been thrown into the ring. The meeting at
Seneca Falls was pivotal for the fight for women's rights. Here the spark of the
pioneer women caught fire. However it would have to smolder in individual
acts of protest, lecturing, writing, and joining causes of social justice, before
women would finally understand the wisdom of Stanton's premise: suffrage is
the key that would open the door for equal rights.
The women's suffrage movement, so dramatically started in 1848, began
to loose momentum until the various women's organizations, finally realizing
the right to vote as the key for fulfilling their diverse agendas joined together
in wholehearted support for women's suffrage. The strategy of fighting for
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each state to pass suffrage legislation (as in Switzerland, canton by canton) was
getting nowhere. Tactics were then changed to concentrate on amendment of
the federal constitution.
A fresh approach was introduced by a second generation of suffragettes.
In England, a group led by Emmeline Parkhurst engaged in radical means to
register protest for women's right to vote. They
provoked imprisonment by invading Parliament,
burning mailboxes, chaining themselves to buildings.
In prison, they went on hunger strikes, which in tum
were met by forced feeding. Subjugation to this cruel
treatment was a testimony to woman's determination.
It succeeded in gaining public sympathy. Alice Paul,
an American Quaker, while studying in England, had
participated in these protests. Back in America, she
introduced aggressive tactics of marching, striking and
dramatic pageantry. In 1913, organized by her, a
"Woman Suffrage Procession", took place in
Alice Paul circa 1901
Washington on the inauguration day of President
Wilson. 5,000 women in warrior mode paraded down
Pennsylvania Avenue toward the White House.
Leading the parade was a female lawyer, in heraldic
attire, astride a white horse, trumpeting a proud
entrance into the arena. There was some heckling and
harassment, ignored by the police, but the half
million onlookers were mainly in sympathy for the
marchers. In May of that same year a massive parade
of 10,000 marchers was staged on Fifth Avenue in
The cover illustration tor
New
York City, with approximately 150,000-500,000
Uie official program
the
of
Woman Su1fra.ge Procession
onlookers. In 1917, women were picketing the White
of 191.:l, which brought the
issue ot votmg r,ght, for
House as "silent sentinels", day and night except
women to the forefront of
national d1scvss,on
Sunday. Banners read "Mr. President" (Wilson),
Official program of "how long must women wait for Liberty?"
Woman's Suffrage march Eventually imprisonment followed and forced
feeding in retaliation
for hunger strikes.
One may smile at the drama and pageantry, but
descriptions of violence, imprisonment and
torture inflicted upon these determined women
bring a sobering picture of their bravery and
devotion to the cause. Such tactics aroused
strong public sympathy.
The addition of an amendment to the
federal Constitution for universal suffrage was
a long and arduous climb. Approval of twothirds of both federal houses of congress was SuffrageParade,March 13 , 1913
led by lawyer Boissevain on
required and then ratification by three quarters white horse
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of the state legislatures. Success was sometimes accomplished by savvy
political maneuvers behind the scenes, and sometimes with a little bit of luck.
At one tense close call of votes for approval in the House of Representatives,
it was luck that tipped the scale. An undecided representative pledged an
affirmative vote if his child about to be born would be a girl. And a girl it was!
However, the needed passage in the Senate was one vote short. In the year
following this defeat, by a new session of Congress, the amendment was passed
in both Houses.
Now, the final step was ratification by the individual states. On June 1920,
with one state short of the necessary thirty-six to ratify, Tennessee was in the
spotlight. The Senate had already ratified. In one tense tie of votes in the House
of Representatives, good fortune again played a role. One representative, in
conflict with his party's wishes, heeded the urging of his mother and cast the
necessary vote. In this dramatic moment, the 19th Amendment of the Federal
Constitution was finally ratified. Seventy-two years after the Resolution of the
Convention in Seneca Falls women were now granted full rights of citizenship.
As so aptly expressed by Judge Sandra Day O'Connor, the first woman to be
represented on the Supreme Court: "The 1920 passage and ratification of the
Nineteenth Amendment ... remains the single greatest triumph of the women's
movement in the United States." This legal liberation of their own sex was a
remarkable political accomplishment led by courageous, determined women.
The Lull and the Surge
Having gained suffrage, the women warriors put aside their banners.
Various factions of Women's organizations became divided on opinions of
how to use this newly earned vote. The bar for gaining women's voting rights
was raised to gaining equal rights in all fields. In 1923 both Houses of
Congress accepted the "Equal Rights Amendment" to the Constitution (ERA),
guaranteeing against discrimination on the basis of gender. This proposed
amendment was bandied about at the polls for almost 60 years, never receiving
sufficient state votes for ratification until it finally died in the backbumer in
1982. Legislative changes were being made directly through Federal Congress
and state legislatures rather than amendments to the Constitution. These laws
were easier to introduce, but also more easily repealed.
Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of President Roosevelt, stands out from the midtwentieth century as a shining example of a strong leader and ardent feminist
who emerged from an unhappy childhood, a painful adolescence, a marriage
ofraising 5 children, with a dominating mother-in-law and a husband active in
politics and handicapped by polio. Following the death of the President, she
remained active in humanitarian causes and ran a syndicated newspaper
column, "My Day". President Truman appointed her as delegate to the UN,
where she served from 1945 to 1952. During this term she chaired the
committee that drafted and approved the "Universal Declaration of Human
Rights", a document of great importance. At a time of reviving movements for
women's rights, paralleled with the surge in activity for black rights, Mrs.
Roosevelt lent firm support for both. Then in 1961 President Kennedy had
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established a Commission on the Status of Women and appointed Mrs.
Roosevelt as chairwoman. In President Johnson's administration, following the
Commission's report of discrimination of women in all areas of the workplace,
Congress approved the "Civil Rights Act", lowering the barriers for women
attempting to enter men's occupations. Although only a few women were
represented in Congress during those early years, women's influence at the
polls was reflected in the passage of this and numerous other "Acts" to improve
the working conditions of women.
During this time women were just beginning to realize their political
power. The country had gone through two wars, a depression, prohibition and
its repeal. Racial tension and several severe racial riots once more united
women in a common cause, but again put their own political needs in the
background.
Both men and women were becoming more accustomed to seeing women
in traditional men's roles, but were not yet comfortably accepting thoughts of
equality. After World War I, returning American soldiers were reclaiming their
old jobs women had been filling. "Rosy the Riveter" had tasted the advantages
of entering the workplace and was not happy to return to the unsalaried
drudgery of the housewife and child rearing. World War II afforded women
even greater opportunities and challenges in factories, offices, and professions.
300,000 women were enrolled in the Services of the Army, Navy and Air
Force. (Visualize the photo of a petite woman wearing an aviator's hood,
waving proudly from the airplane cockpit, with the exuberant glow of freedom
and strength in her face.) Peacetime brought an end for many of these dreams.
On the other side, women aiming for a career were expected to forgo marriage
and motherhood.
Marches and protests were absent during this lull. Women continued to
voice their opinions through group meetings. Wielding the pen became an
avenue for women to reach public opinion. In 1963, Betty Friedan published
a book entitled The Feminine Mystique. She described findings of her survey
of female classmates 20 years after graduation from college. Almost all were
depressed, "isolated and imprisoned in suburbia and excluded from social and
productive lives." They felt duped into an assigned role of supporting husbands
in their careers and raising children to be stalwart citizens. In short, they felt
wrapped in a "Feminine Mystique." Friedan laid the fault for living by this
stultifying "American dream" on the social thinking of the time. Women would
be sent to college to "catch a man", to be educated to support husband and
offspring in the pursuit of successful careers. Neither their parents, nor their
professors nor society encouraged them to seek careers of their own. Freud
introduced the field of sex into the mix, with his "penis envy" and woman's
"hysteria". Alfred Kinsey raised the cry for sexual gratification for women.
Consumerism was creating slaves of women by equating gourmet cooking,
elegant dress and shining floors as necessary attributes for making a woman
sexually "desirable". This fell like a bombshell, bringing protest and ridicule,
although the author's children of the "baby boomers" generation were already
shedding the "Mystique" of which Friedan complained. Birth control pills and
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legalized abortion now gave young women choices for family planning. More
women were acquiring higher education and entering careers. Today, if not a
best seller, Friedan's book remains a "concept" of an era past with vestiges still
remaining today.
Much remained to be accomplished for women's rights. Betty Friedan
started the woman's organization NOW. In 1970, at the 20-year anniversary of
the passage of the 19th Amendment, NOW staged events demanding more
equality for women. 50,000 women marched down Fifth Avenue in New York
City. Throughout the country 100,000 women were involved in demonstrations
and rallies. The old spirit of the eighteenth century suffragettes had been
revived. This undoubtedly influenced Congress to pass legislative "Acts"
improving the working conditions for women in the factories, offices and
public institutions.
Meanwhile across the Atlantic, on mainland Europe, women began
stretching their wings. In 1948, during this period of transition from "equality"
to "feminism" in America, Iris von Roten in Switzerland had begun writing
about "the general meaning of equality in women." At that time, Swiss women
were still 23 years away from gaining their right to vote. Iris Von Roten had
studied in the United States for a year. Her observations of women's demands
for equal rights in America may have enhanced her own thinking on the
subject. In 1958 the first edition of her monumental book "Women in the
Playpen" was published. Through a series of unfortunate circumstances this
controversial subject of equality for women was poorly received by the Swiss
male population and by a majority of Swiss women. The author was publicly
ridiculed and reviled and her book was labeled a "scandal". However, 3,000
copies of the first edition sold in the first eleven months after publication. A
second edition was issued in 1959, a third in 1992, a fifth special edition in
1996. Around this same time, Simone de Beauvoir was making waves in
France, with her book The Third Sex.
While von Roten blamed men for confining women like babies in a dark
musty playpen, Friedan painted them as birds twittering mindlessly in a golden
cage, protected but restrained due to unfair social conditions, inadequate
motivation, and yes, consumerism. One cannot compare the writings of these
two authors, since Friedan described the role of women of middle class
America after World War II , while von Roten described their status in all
social levels and in all stages of civilization. However, it is of interest that both
books, published within a few years of each other, served to galvanize a
movement for greater equality for women, which was rising from a murmur to
a roar by the beginning of the early 1960s. At this time, thirty-eight percent of
all women were in the workforce, creating new problems of discrimination.
In the meantime, the next generation had worked out the problem in its own
way. The Woodstock Festival of August 1969 represents a whole new
subculture of personal freedom embraced by the "Flower Children" or
"Hippies". It reflected the new generation revolt against the middle-class
values of their parents and of corporate culture and emphasized a respect for
individual rights and willingness to question authority. Sexual freedom served
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to level the playing ground for both sexes. While this phase passed as the
hippies grew into adulthood and had no lasting effect on gender based
problems, the movement may have helped to promote equality for both sexes.
Unfortunately the culture also ushered in the use of drugs, a factor that would
bring a new form of slavery to many women.
Introduction of the birth control pill had given women greater choice in
family planning. In the case of Roe vs. Wade, the Federal Supreme Court had
made abortion legal by recognizing women's right to privacy. However, a
strong and vocal "Right-to-Life" group is still ardently contesting this today
and the subject has become a political football. A candidate's stand on the
subject of abortion could determine the gain or loss of votes.
The "Baby Boomers" born during the years between 1946-1964, 78 million
strong, were creating a "bulge" in population by the last two decades of the 20th
Century. By the 2is1 Century, the men and women of this boomer generation
have come into their own and some are already retiring. With the aspect of a
longer life expectancy than previous generations, they may be reinventing a
new "50+ career". Others may become straddled with the responsibility of
caring for their senior citizen parents as well as almost a full-time assistance for
their grandchildren - a role that at present is largely being carried out by
women.
Outlook
"Don't forget the ladies!" was Abigail's instruction to her husband John
Adams. Today, three centuries later, it is impossible to forget them. Women
standing at a crossroads, faced by many choices and many roadblocks, are
everywhere in the public eye. Along with war and politics and finances, the
media embraces the subject of woman's role in the world. One can hardly find
a publication, a television broadcast or a movie that doesn't deal with the pros
and cons of the career lady versus the mother and housewife.
Today, NOW, the largest women's rights organization in the United States,
more than ½ million members strong, is out there fighting at home and
worldwide. The core issues which NOW supports read like a role call of
women's universal issues: reproductive rights, lesbian rights, ending violence
against women, ending racism, passage of the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA), and economic justice. This agenda would warm the heart of Iris von
Roten.
In spite of great strides toward equality, gender-related impediments still
remain. In the working world some discrimination escapes current regulation,
creating a barrier to advancement, a "glass ceiling". Legislation to correct these
differences is being proposed on local, state and federal levels. Acceptance will
take time.
The greatest handicap for young women today lies on the home front.
Having won the right to have a career, can she call for equal rights in
supporting her dual role of career and motherhood? And here one comes to an
irrefutable inequality bequeathed by nature upon woman: only she can carry
and give birth to a child. However, medical advances have brought tremendous
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changes in all aspects of maternity, from sexual freedom, methods of
contraception, access to safe and legal abortion, fertility aides, prediction of
fetal abnormalities, and safer and easier deliveries and caesarian operations.
Legislation is being introduced to ease the load, such as paid post-partum
maternal leave for both parents, increased tax deduction, employer cooperation
in keeping positions open during maternal leave, improved coverage of health
insurance. Young couples of today are working out solutions for sharing the
tremendous responsibility; dedication and expenses of parenting by involving
substantial husband support, nannies, child care centers, grandparents and
employers, and (quoting Hillary Clinton) support from "the whole village ".
Beyond rearing the child, financial demands for its education has added further
stress for the woman trying to juggle career and childrearing. Without
increased government assistance in the high cost of education many children
will be "left behind", as will their mothers. Today more than 70 percent of
American mothers with school age children are working - almost as many as
in 1970. Undoubtedly financial needs are responsible for this large number.
American women of today have succeeded in proving their match to men in
leadership, intelligence, judgment, strength and determination. They have
gained self-esteem. In the workplace, in professions and politics they are
gradually being accepted. On the home front, they have proven their ability to
carry a duel role if supported by "the village." It is to be hoped that in the
bright new future, gender differences as well as color, race, religion and all
other differences of the Homo sapiens will be accepted and respected. This will
give full meaning to statement of the Declaration of Independence that "all
men are created equal": "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their creator with certain
unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. "
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A methodical perusal of biographical entries in encyclopedic works such
as the Schweizer Lexikon ( 1998) or the Historische Lexikon der Schweiz (HLS ),
now in progress, brings to light a great many Swiss women who were active in
the advocacy of women's equality, but who are far too little known. Some
dedicated themselves to a specific issue, others were driven by a
comprehensive vision of existing inequality to be remedied. They fought on a
broad front against varied forms of male dominance. They hailed from the
political right, center, and left, from the working class as well as from
professional and middle or upper classes.
The experience of University Professor Dr. Helen Schtingel-Straumann,
touched upon in a talk she gave in German on "The Church and the Woman
Question" on 19 May 2007 in Allschwil near Basel, highlights what obstacles
a twentieth century woman had to overcome. She observed:
A Swiss, I was born in 1940 in St. Gallen and later became a specialist
in the Old Testament. As far as I know, I am the first Swiss woman
who got a Ph.D. in Catholic Theology, even then in the 1960s, and in
Bonn, Germany. Until 2001 I was Professor of Biblical Theology at
the University of Kassel, now I am in so-called retirement. I come
from a family of five children and, as the oldest, I was made to do
hard work from early on and had not the least possibility to attend a
Gymnasium [a university preparatory school]. For a girl, this was in
my parents' view out of the question, although I had always the
highest grades in every class and school. Thus I went at age 18 with
only a commercial diploma from Lucerne to Zurich .... When in
1959/60 I explored the availability of a scholarship in Lucerne, I was
told by several agencies: lfl were a young man and wanted to become
a priest, then they could offer me more than a dozen possibilities. That
a girl wanted to study theology, however, could not be considered, it
was impossible, nay crazy. Nowhere was money available for that! ...
Therefore I earned the means for schooling myself, - I received
a scholarship neither in Switzerland nor in Germany where I studied,
nor did I ever receive a penny from my parents. At age 18 I left
Lucerne in order to attend an evening Gymnasium in Zurich. During
the day I worked as a full-time secretary, most of the time in a Jewish
business. · After five semesters I had earned my Matura Type A
Certificate based on Latin and Greek, after having passed a difficult
set of examinations that I had to take far from my school in Bern and
in Basel.
49
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After I began my theological studies in Tiibingen, I again was always able
to earn enough so that I could take on the next semester. Because life was less
expensive in Tiibingen than in Switzerland, I could even save up a little,
because I had never enough time to spend money.
In her talk Dr. Schiingel-Straumann pointed out that male-dominated
university structures were as much, if not more, of an obstacle for her as a
woman theologian than were ecclesiastical officials. "The university structures
are as much tailored to men as is scholarship," she observed, while
"ecclesiastical authorities are a half if not a full century behind general
developments."
The brief sketches of some Swiss women presented below, who like Iris
von Roten hailed mainly from the upper social stratum, intend to highlight the
intrepid struggle of others against the heavy odds which Helen Straumann did
overcome with such determination and success. While Switzerland's
introduction of women's suffrage in 1971, the constitutional Equal Rights
Amendment in 1981, and present-day equal educational and political
opportunities for women signal genuine progress, there is still much to be
accomplished. It means the overcoming of what has been called the glass
ceiling in administrative hierarchies, the achievement of equal pay for equal
work, equality especially within the Catholic Church, and parity in political
representation. The latter is of special importance in a democracy in which
people's involvement is not reduced to electing representatives, but involves
voting several times a year on numerous issues of varied significance that have
been worked out by elected officials and assessed by political parties. The
women featured below are merely a sample of personalities whose dedicated
efforts have helped to redress injustice based on sexual difference for the
benefit of future generations.
♦♦♦

MARIE GOEGG-POUCHOULIN (1826-1899), advocate of comprehensive
women's equality on the national and international level.
She was born in Geneva to Adrienne Pautex and her husband, the
watchmaker Jean Pouchoulin, in whose establishment Marie started working
at age 13. In 1845 she married the merchant Marc Mercier, but left him in 1849
for Franz Amand Goegg (1820-1897), a German republican revolutionary.
Since the court refused to grant a divorce, she and Goegg escaped to London,
where they became familiar with the British women's rights movement,
especially the association founded by Josephine Butler (1828-1906) that was
devoted to fighting prostitution. When in 1857 the Genevan marriage court
finally granted Marie Pouchoulin a divorce, she married Amand Goegg, and
both became involved with the International Labor League. On its congresses
held in 1866 in Geneva, 1867 in Lausanne, and 1868 in Basel, she vigorously
advocated women's rights, but without success. The Marxist Left, furthermore,
denounced the League as the epitome of "bourgeois democracy," and by 1873
it had become a purely philanthropic organization. Marie Goegg-Pouchoulin
was also active in the International League for Peace and Freedom, which had
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been co-founded by her husband, and she edited its journal called the United
States of Europe.
In 1868 Marie Goegg-Pouchoulin founded the International Association
of Women which dissolved however in 1870 due to internal strife and the
Franco-Prussian War. It was reconstituted in 1872 - the year Amand Goegg
left his family - as the International Organization for the Defense of Women's
Rights, and it established regional chapters in cities such as Zurich, Milan,
Paris, Lyon, Dtisseldorf, Liverpool and Chicago. The organization came to be
known by the name of its journal Solidarite, but dissolved in 1880 due to
dwindling membership. Marie Goegg-Pouchoulin remained nevertheless active
in the pursuit of women's equality, especially in the association of Josephine
Butler. She could also look back on some concrete achievements: In 1872 she
had successfully petitioned the legislature of Geneva to admit women to the
Lycee and the University. The following year she pleaded for the abolition of
male tutelage of widows and unmarried women, a step taken by Canton V aud
on 1 January 1874.
In her work, Marie Goegg-Pouchoulin demanded the abolition of all laws
that subject women to men and worked for the recognition of women as equal
human beings. Their forced exclusion from all creative thought, she lamented,
"led to debility in some, indifference in others, puerile tastes and ideas in
most." Equality in education, therefore, was crucial, since it was a foundation
of independence from men and of equality in work and politics. Her
commitment to women's equal rights and full equality in state and society was
not limited to Switzerland, however, but was "to ensure the rule of justice,
liberty, education everywhere, and the happiness of all people."

Sources:
Susanna Woodtli, Gleichberechtigung, gleiche Pflicht, gleiches Recht
(Frauenfeld: Verlag Huber, 1983), 24--49.
Beatrix Mesmer, Ausgeklammert - Eingeklammert. Frauen und
Frauenorganisationen in der Schweiz des 19. Jahrhunderts (Basel: Helbing
und Lichtenhahn, 1988), 88-110.
Erik Grobet, Marie Goegg-Pouchoulin. Une pionniere du feminisme a
Geneve, May 2002 [available on the internet in 2008].
Pionnieres et creatrices en suisse romande (Geneve: Service pour la
promotion de l'egalite entre homme et femme, Slatkine, 2004), 158-161.
♦

HELENE VON MULINEN (1850-1924) and EMMA PIEZCYNSKAREICHENBACH (1854-1927), women's rights advocates and organizational
leaders.
Margareta Rosalie Helene was the second child of Sophie, born Mutach,
and of her husband, the historian Egbert Friedrich von Mtilinen ( 1817-1887),
and she was brought up in the strict tradition of a Bernese patrician family.
Although hungry for books, in early youth she had only four of them: A Bible,
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a history of Switzerland, tales from antiquity, and the Grimm fairy tales. From
age eleven to thirteen she went to a private school, then spent some time in
French-speaking Switzerland. Hoping to become a musician, she played the
piano until stopped by her family. She gave all sorts of lessons to her siblings
and, later, to nephews and nieces without pay. None of her suitors were
acceptable to the family, but in her late thirties she was courted by the Neoapostolic preacher Alphons W aringer. After great hesitation she agreed to
getting married, but her inner self was full of despair. She wrote in the summer
of 1889 to her friend, the theologian Adolf Schlatter (1852-1938):
Fate, circumstances, and authority set over me, these have for so long
endeavored to break my independence, the ability to define myself and
my thirst for freedom, until they have won out, won out so thoroughly
that now I am, and can do, nothing anymore; that I am unable to strive
for or to undertake anything. Thus I have become a mere machine, do
automatically what I am being told. In any case, if you want to see
absolute ruin and collapse, look at me - but all of this was done in
God's name.
On 1 July 1890 she had to undergo an operation instead of being married
that day, having suffered for years from severe back pain and sometime
paralysis. She slowly recovered, but the engagement was dissolved. "I knew
myself to have been born to activity and work," she observed, "but it was taken
from me, and I had to learn something greater: suffering."
Helene von Mtilinen had been especially interested in theology,
philosophy, and church history, but her mother would not allow her to pursue
formal studies since it was against a woman's calling. "My mother meant
well," the daughter commented, "but she has smashed my life." Being fluent
in German, French, Italian, and English, Helene von Mtilinen also studied
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew on her own as avenues to comprehending other
peoples' literatures. The denial of formal studies, however, burdened her
greatly since it meant "that God made one to be what one is not allowed to be."
She realized that "being self-taught as I am, is nothing, leads to nothing." It had
been "her goal and ideal, actively to participate in humanity's intellectual
endeavors," but having been denied it, implied that "all is lost for me and life
merely a pain and a burden." She knew that
A man studying theology finds an actual position and can use his
mental capacities. The problems, which he has tackled and finally
mastered, give him a natural path to the outside world. Again and
again he gains his health in work, in his world of activity. For a
woman - at least if she is fenced in by iron prejudice as I am - there
is no natural outlet, everything gnaws at the inward being - es frisst
alles nach Innen - until the marrow is destroyed and faith has died,
that is from starvation, by being deprived to realize oneself.
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A chance encounter was to lift Helene von Miilinen's state of despair.
Climbing a streetcar in Bern, she had stumbled, hurt her foot, and needed to be
hospitalized. The medical professional taking care of her was the medical
student Emma Pieczynska-Reichenbach. They became friends, close
collaborators, and were to lead "a wondrous life together" for some 30 years.
Their backgrounds could hardly have been more dissimilar. Emma
Reichenbach was born in Paris in 1854, was orphaned at age five and brought
up in foster families in Geneva and Neuchatel. Once grown up, she returned to
Paris where she met the Polish nobleman Stanislas Pieczynska, married him in
1874, and moved with him to Poland. Because the women she met in her new
surroundings had no formal schooling, she taught them reading and writing. In
1881 she returned to Switzerland and had the marriage dissolved in 1884. At
Leukerbad, Canton Valais, she met the Australian physician and women's
rights activist Harriet Clisby (1830-1931), a native of London, whose family
had moved to southern Australia in 1838. She had earned her medical degree
at the New York Medical College for Women in 1865 and was to spend her last
years in Geneva. EmmaPieczynska-Reichenbach visited the United States with
Dr. Clisby and on her return herself pursued the study of medicine in Bern.
The two women complemented each other's strengths. Emma PieczynskaReichenbach was the doer, the organizer, aware of social issues. Helene von
Miilinen was the analytical intellectual, a marvelous speaker, and a natural
leader. Both were socially committed, and the patrician Helene von Miilinen
proudly wrote to a friend: "Are you surprised that I am a socialist and that the
wildest revolutionary finds in me sympathetic cords; that I truly hate not only
all abuse of authority, but all inherited authority?" In 1890 she became
president of the newly founded Women's Conference in Bern where her talks
were greatly valued. In 1900 both women helped founding the League of Swiss
Women's Organizations (Bund schweizerischer Frauenorganisationen, BSF),
Helene von Miilinen serving as its first president. Both supported women's
suffrage, both promoted the unimpaired development of women's personality,
and both believed that women were especially gifted in the politics of
conciliation, that is in mitigating cleavages deriving from differences of
religion, ideology, sex, and class.
Both published numerous articles, Helene von Miilinen some twenty and
Emma Pieczynska-Reichenbach some sixty, especially in later years when
suffering from increasing deafness that also had prevented her from taking
medical boards. Both women were closely linked to the endeavors of Josephine
Butler who fought against injustices suffered by women in the context of
prostitution. Both viewed sexual intimacy between consenting adult as a
private issue and promoted education in sexual matters. Emma PieczynskaReichenbach also founded the Soziale Kauferliga, an association to protect
exploited saleswomen, was active as a translator and had a large
correspondence. Helene von Miilinen, in tum, explored questions such as
"Woman and the Gospel," the topic of a talk in which she criticized the
Churches for being occupied "with high speculations" but failing "to hear the
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misery and despair of those who perish." Addressing students on women's
suffrage she remarked:
If you, being distraught, ask me whether we women want to be elected
to office and even believe that far in the future some one might
become Federal Councilor, I want to raise the counter-question: Why
not? If monarchical states had women executives: Why should
democratic states be excluded from it? Do you want to use a Maria
Theresia [Austrian Empress], if you have one, for the mending of
stockings or for packing chocolates in a factory?

In the last years of their lives, both women suffered from the retrograde
developments concerning women's equality in the legal, political and socioeconomic domains which to improve they had worked for three decades with
total dedication.

Eveline Widmer-Schlumpf,
Federal Councilor,
Department of Justice

Micheline Calrny-Rey,
Federal Councilor,
Department of Foreign
Affairs, 2007 President of
the Swiss Confederation

Doris Leuthard, Federal
Councilor, Department of
Commerce

Sources:
Emma Pieczynska-Reichenbach, "Helene de Mtilinen dans ses oeuvres,"
Jahrbuch der Schweizerfrauen (Aarau: Sauerlander, 1924), 3-61.
Elisa Serment, Emma Pieczynska, nee Reichenbach, dans ses oeuvres: 19
avril 1854-JOfevrier 1927.
Bas~l: Basler Druck- & Verlags-Anstalt, 1927. - German version: Emma
Pieczynska-Reichenbach in ihren Werken, 19. April 1854 bis 10. Februar
1927. Zurich: Rascher Verlag, [1939].
Susanna Woodtli, "Helene von Mtilinen und Emma Pieczynska,"
Gleichberechtigung. Der Kampf um die politischen Rechte der Frau in der
Schweiz. Zweite Auflage (Frauenfeld: Verlag Huber, 1983), 106-137.
[Quotations in the text above are taken mainly from Woodtli's sketch.]
Doris Brodbeck, Hunger nach Gerechtigkeit, Helene von Miilinen. Ztirich:
Chronos, 2000.
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Emma Pieczynska, Lettres. Preface generale par Isabelle Graessle. [Le
Mont-Sur-Lausanne]: Editions Ouverture, 2004 .

•
EMILY KEMPIN-SPYRI (1853-1901), lawyer, author, Europe's first Doctor
of Law.
She was the daughter of Elise Wild, wife of Ludwig Spyri (d. 1895) who
was a relative of Johanna Spyri (1827-1901), the author of Heidi. He was a
deacon at the Neumtinster Church in Zurich
and in 187 5 he became director of the
Northeast Railroad's office of statistics. He
also served in the cantonal legislature, was
president of the Schweizerische
Gemeinntitzige Gesellschaft (Swiss Benevolent
Society) and founder and editor of its journal.
In 1875 Emilie Spyri married Walter Kempin
(1850-1926), son of a German immigrant from
Stettin and pastor of the parish Engi. He held
progressive views, including advocating
women's equality and free health care, and
founded the "Centralverein des
schweizerischen Roten Kreuzes" ( Central
Association · of the Swiss Red Cross) to
promote the education of nurses. Emilie's
father, a staunch conservative, disapproved of
the marriage and broke off all contact and Emilie Kempin-Spyri, Europe's
support of Emilie and her family. Her extended first female Doctor of Law
family's disapproval intensified when in 1883
she began to study law at the University of
Zurich after having successfully completed preparatory studies with her
husband's support. Emilie's aunt Johanna Spyri, for instance, admonished her
to abandon her studies since "the household was the only proper domain of
woman."
In 1887 Emilie Kempin-Spyri, by then mother of the two daughters
Gertrud and Agnes and the son Robert Walter, earned her doctor of law degree
summa cum Laude with a dissertation on Die Haftung des Verkiiufers einer
fremden Sache (The Liability of a Seller of an Item Not Owned). Despite her
success, however, the cantonal authorities denied her the right to practice law,
a measure supported by the Swiss Supreme Court in 1887. The following year,
furthermore, the Senate of the University of Zurich terminated Emilie KempinSpyri's lecture course on Roman law which she had started as a substitute for
the lecturer Dr. Wachter. Meanwhile she had become aware of an article
published in the Zurcher Post, edited by the progressive journalist and
politician Theodor Curti (1848-1914). It featured Belva Lockwood
(1830-1917), the first woman to be admitted to argue before the Supreme
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Court of the United States. Emilie Kempin-Spyri was also cognizant that in
1886 the Code of Civil Law Procedure of New York State had been amended
so that women could be admitted to the bar under the same terms as men.
While she was being denied to practice law, her husband lost his pastorate in
1885 because of his progressive views and despite his having devotedly served
his parishioners during the 1884 typhus epidemic. Such circumstances led the
Kempins to emigrate to the United States, leaving Switzerland in the fall of
1888.
On the boat Emilie Kempin-Spyri struck up a friendship with some
wealthy women of New York who were returning home from Europe. In the
city, she began working for the Arbitration Society, an organization established
to provide legal support to the indigent, and applied for admission to Columbia
University, New York University, and the City University of New York, being
accepted only by the latter. By August 1889 she planned to establish a law
school for women with the help of her wealthy female friends. It opened on 1
October 1889, providing a two-year set of courses and a one-year practicum.
A notice in the New York Times of 8 August 1889 announced that "Dr. Emilie
Kempin's Law School ... desires to furnish women who make their own living
with such necessary knowledge of law as shall fit them to hold positions of
responsibility and trust and to qualify women for the management of their own
affairs and the supervision of their agents .... The promoter of this plan is Dr.
Emily Kempin, L.L.D., a graduate of the University of Zurich, Switzerland,
and the author of several legal works." Walter Kempin, however, was unhappy
in New York and in late 1889 or 1890 returned with the two older children
Gertrud and Walter to Zurich. His wife continued to lecture at the Law School,
but in 1891 left New York to be with her son who had fallen ill. Her law school
was eventually integrated into the City University of New York. Back in
Zurich, the Kempins opened a law office, and on 4 March 1892 she was finally
permitted to give her first official lecture as Privat-Dozent at the University of
Zurich. In 1895 the Kempins divorced.
Emilie Kempin-Spyri then moved to Berlin and collaborated on the new
Deutsches Biirgerliches Gesetzbuch (German Civil Code). She was also giving
lectures for the women's movement, her last one in the summer 1897 at the
Evangelical-Social Congress in Leipzig. Repudiated as too conservative, she
became increasingly isolated which contributed to her impending physical and
mental collapse. Having been diagnosed in 1896 with uterine cancer, she
suffered a mental breakdown the following year. She was first hospitalized in
the clinic Berolinum in Lankwitz and later, after her escape from that
institution, at the psychiatric hospital Friedmatt in Basel. In response to an
advertisement for a household position, she wrote in a moving letter of 18
December 1899, which she signed "Dr. Emilie Kempin": "I am fully without
means and alone; I have been divorced from my husband for years; my
children are dispersed all over the world, my contacts to friends and relatives
have ceased. For these reasons and because I have distanced myself for years
from extreme women's rights proponents ... , things had financially gone bad
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for me already in Zurich and Berlin." She died on 12 or 13 April 1901 in total
abandonment.
Emilie Kempin-Spyri was not only a pioneering female lawyer and
activist, but also a noted author. Besides contributing articles to newspapers
and periodicals, she published in 1892 the study Die Rechtsquellen der
Gliedstaaten und Territorien der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika. Mit
vomehmlicher Berucksichtigung des burgerlichen Rechts. (Legal sources ofthe
Member States and Territories of the United States of America. With special
Consideration of Civil Law). Zurich: Orell Fussli, 1892. The same year she
published in Leipzig the essay Die Rechtsstellung der Frau nach den zur Zeit
in Deutschland gultigen Gesetzbestimmungen fur das deutsche Reich (The
Legal Status of Women according to Current Laws of the German Empire).
When a new civil code was being prepared in Switzerland, she published Die
Ehefrau im kunftigen Privatrecht der Schweiz (The Wife in the Future Private
Law of Switzerland). Zurich: Albert Muller, 1894. It was followed by
Rechtsbrevier fur deutsche Ehefrauen: 52 Merkspruche aus dem Burgerlichen
Gesetzbuch mit Erliiuterungen (Legal Breviary: 52 Key Sentences from the
Civil Code, with Explanations). Berlin: J. J. Heine, [1896]. Such publications
earned her an honorary membership in Berlin's exclusive Juristische
Gesellschaft (Juridical Society). Eveline Hasler' s novel Wachsflugelfrau
(Woman with Wings of Wax), which has been translated into several languages,
has revived the memory of this pioneering lawyer and legal scholar who at an
early age died a lonely death in an asylum for the insane.
Sources
Susanna Woodtli, Gleichberechtigung, gleiche Pflicht, gleiches Recht.
Zweite Auflage (Frauenfeld: Verlag Huber, 1983), 87-98.
Marianne Delfosse, Emilie Kempin-Spyri ( 1853-1901). Das Wirken der
ersten Schweizer Juristin: Unter besonderer Berucksichtigung ihres Einsatzes
fur die Rechte der Frau im schweizerischen und deutschen Privatrecht.
Dissertation. Zurich: Schulthess, 1984.
Eveline Hasler, Die Wachsflugelfrau: Geschichte der Emily Kempin-Spyri.
Roman. Zurich: Nagel & Kimche, 1991. - In English: Flying with Wings of
Wax: The Story of Emily Kempin-Spyri. A Novel. Translation by Edna
McCown. Foreword by Margot Ammann Durrer. New York: Fromm
International Publishing Corporation, 1994. [Translated also into French
(Geneva 1993); Czech (Kosic 1995); Italian (Milan 1997); and Greek (Athens
1998).]
Christiane Bemeike, Die Frauenfrage ist Rechtsfrage. Die Juristinnen der
deutschen Frauenbewegung und das burgerliche Gesetzbuch (Baden-Baden:
Nomos, 1995)~ 81-102.
Thomas Karny, "Ebenso neu wie klihn. Das sch were Leben der Emily
Kempin-Spyri, Europas erster Juristin," Wiener Zeitung. EXTRA Lexikon (16
November 2001).
♦
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META VON SALIS-MARSCHLINS (1855-1929), writer, poet,journalistand
aristocratic advocate of women's equality.
She was the second daughterofUrsulaMargaretha von Salis-Maienfeld (b.
1819) and of her husband Ulysses Adalbert von Salis-Marschlins ( 1795-1886)
"who ruled over the family" with "absolute power." She was named Barbara
Margaretha, but went by the name of Meta. While her sister Pauline was of
"tender built and in everyday life indecisive and timid," she herself, as Meta
von Salis stated in her book on Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), had been "an
unusually serious, unapproachable child," of extremely nervous disposition,
strong-willed, "who often felt namelessly unhappy." Her father, who in 1859
lamented the death of his four-year old son, the last male scion of the
Marschlins line of the von Salis, seemed to care little about his daughters. He
put Meta at age eight from 1863 to 1867 into the boarding school Paulinenstift
in Friedrichshafen and, after a year at home, into an institute for girls in
Rorschach which she contemptuously called "a housewives-breeding
institution (Hausfrauen-Zuchtungsanstalt)." He tried unsuccessfully "to banish
her by force into household work" and to destroy her bookish bent. "I evolved
in spurts," she declared, "unevenly, more influenced by books than by life." As
a young adult she realized that all men she met assigned like her father to
"women a position I found unworthy of them, at least of myself."
Unconscionably, women were forced to remain silent in public intellectual life.
"Thus I have grown up in opposition to men," she observed. "Wherever I found
myself, in the second boarding institution (Pension), in society, in my first
circle of activity abroad, everywhere I stood in battle against men and tried to
awaken in women the right to their individuality." By age 24 she had
determined "that in the worst kind scenario a woman was no more than a cook
and childcare-giver."
After her schooling Meta von Salis decided to become an educator. Invited
to Rome by Malwida von Meysenbug (1816-1903), whose Memoiren einer
ldealistin enthused her, she accepted a position in the home of the RussianGerman Baroness Wohrmann in N aumburg and followed her to Venice in 1880
where the Baroness died from consumption in 1881. Meta von Salis then went
to London, but was unlucky in finding a suitable position. She found, however,
an ideal one in Ireland with a family Stuart where she remained from 1882 to
1883. Her book Die Zukunft der Frau (The Future of Woman), published in
1886 and dedicated to Charlotte Stuart, poetically featured her experience in
Ireland. Realizing that she needed formal credentials, Meta von Salis
matriculated in 1883 at the University of Zurich. She studied philosophy with
Andreas Ludwig Kym (1822-1900) whose daughter Hedwig Kym
(1860-1949) became her life-long companion. Meta von Salis also took
courses in law, history, and ancient Greek. In 1885 she hoped to study for a
semester at the University of Basel with the noted historian Jacob Burckhardt
( 1818-1897), but to his regret was denied admission because she was a woman.
She received her doctorate at the University of Zurich with a dissertation titled
Agnes of Poitou [1050-1106]. Empress of Germany. A Historical-Criticalhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol44/iss2/13
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Psychological Treatise, published in Munich in 1887. Three years before she
had published the essay "Under New Flags" in the Thurgauer-Zeitung in which
she predicted that some day women would achieve intellectual and economic
independence, although the obstacles to be overcome were formidable, not
least because women had internalized the socio-cultural misconstruction of
their nature and role. Besides a reminiscence of her stay in Ireland, her book
The Future of Woman, published in expanded form in 1891 in Munich, was
also a battle cry against "male rights and female slavery (Miinnerrecht und
Frauensklaventum)." A woman was treated, she claimed, like "a grown child
who legally never came of age, a plaything and beast of burden for man, a
doll and a cooking genius." And she wrote the sarcastic lines of men: "Indeed,
thou salt of the earth has become stale, the old song is finally fiddled out."
On 1 January 1887 Meta von Salis began a series of essays in the
progressive newspaper the Zurcher Post, edited byTheodorCurti (1848-1914),
in which she demanded - a first in German-speaking Switzerland - active and
passive voting rights for women. In 1889 and 1891 she published two-volumes
of the novel The Guardian Angels, in which the protagonist states what reads
like the program pursued by Iris von Roten: "Women lawyers are very much
needed who neither dabble nor get stuck, but are expert in business, urbane and
eloquent in their dealings, and are neither unduly soft nor hardened." In 1893
Meta von Salis published in St. Gallen her account in German of The Trial
Famer/Pfrunder in Zurich (2 parts). Told on the Basis of Documents and from
Life. It dealt with her successful fight for acquittal of the Zurich physician and
women's rights advocate Caroline Farner and her associate Anna Pfrunder who
had been falsely accused of embezzlement. But she herself was then accused
of having slandered the judge Dr. Wittelsbach, was tried, found guilty, and
served two weeks in prison. In 1904 she sold the family's castle Marschlins to
her cousins and moved with her friend Hedwig Kym to Capri in Italy where she
had the villa Helios (Sun) built. When in 1910 the latter married Ernst
Feigenwinter, Meta von Salis too moved to their home at Heuberg 12 in Basel,
which in 1952 was also to become a residence of Iris von Roten.
Meta von Salis' relationship with the women's movement was equivocal.
Like Friedrich Nietzsche and Jacob Burckhardt, she detested what she called
«the great sludge-wave of democratization" and hoped for "a counter-wave of
aristocratization," as she stated in the preface of her book on Friedrich
Nietzsche with whom she struck up a friendship; they had "known of each
other," she observed, from their first encounter in 1884. In the final paragraph
of her book she wrote: "Sternly and sharply may we stress one thing only, that
Nietzsche's aristocracy has nothing to do with the bastard-nobility of our time,
the claim to which rests with some on a family-tree, with others on money."
She lamented that the "previously vigorous Rhaetian type was wasting away
... , the inferior one of the Swiss Alamannian however spreading." She
abhorred "the gospel of lies and laziness that proclaimed the equality of all."
In her view, women's problems could only be solved "by strong individuals
who were independent and outside the numerous associations" and were not
looking "for the happiness of the herd." The women's movement was "floating
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too much towards the emergency harbor of all pliant (anbriichiger) men: the
help of others, be it of the state, the commune [Gemeinde], the society, or
whatever." Those "large congresses and international connections were merely
creating a deceptive surface beneath which it gurgled on in the swamp." Meta
von Salis was an indomitable person, a writer of crisp, often biting prose, and
a radical individualist; her traits were also in part to characterize her niece Iris
von Roten who was to carry on the struggle for women's liberation in a
similarly independent and individualist manner.
Sources:
Meta von Salis-Marschlins, Philosoph und Edelmensch. Ein Beitrag zur
Charakteristik Friedrich Nietzsche's. Leipzig: C. G. Naumann, 1897. [The
work, from which most of the text's quotations are taken, is nearly as much a
characterization of her as of Nietzsche.]
Hedwig Kym, In Memoriam Meta von Salis-Marschlins. Chur: Schuler,
1929.
Berta Schleicher, Meta von Salis-Marschlins, Das Leben einer Kiimpferin.
Zurich: Rotapfel-Verlag, 193 2.
Curt Paul Janz, Friedrich Nietzsche. Biographie. 2. Bd. (Munchen: Carl
Hanser Verlag, 1978), 297-310.
Doris Stump, ed., Die unerwiinschte Weiblichkeit. Autobiographie,
Gedichte, feministische Schriften. Thalwil: Zurich: paeda media, 1988.
Doris Stump, et al. Deutschsprachige Schriftstellerinnen in der Schweiz
1700-1945. Eine Bibliographie (Zurich: Limmat Verlag, 1994), 190-191; on
Hedwig Kym, 122.

•
GERTRUDE HEINZELMANN (1914-1999), lawyer and women's rights
advocate in State and Church.
She was the daughter of Berta Zimmermann and her husband Hans
Heinzelmann, a merchant in Wohlen, Canton
Aargau, but after her family's move grew up in
W allisellen, Canton Zurich. Her parents were
progressive in ideology, and their marriage was
based on partnership. After grammar school, Gertrud
Heinzelmann attended Zurich's Hohere
Tochterschule, a university preparatory school for
young women, and after graduation would have liked
to study theology, a pursuit, however, that was closed
to her because of her sex. She therefore decided to
study law, because it would allow her to fight the
discrimination of women most effectively, and she
also became an accomplished mountain climber. She
graduated in 1942 with a doctoral dissertation on Das
grundsiitzliche Verhiiltnis von Kirche und Staat in
Gertrud Heinzelmann
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den Konkordaten (The Basic Relationship between Church and State in the
Concordats [of the Vatican]), published in Aarau in 1943. She rejected
intimate relationships and never married.
Although an accomplished professional, she could get only minor
positions. "The female lawyer," she observed, "was at that time absent in social
awareness. For men it may have been true that a law degree opened all kinds
of possibilities - of these however only a small crack was open to me. I became
an ombudswoman lawyer in a legal protection group." From 1963 to 1976 she
headed the "Office against Arbitrariness within Offices and the Association"
(Buro gegenAmts- und Verbandswillkiir) oftheMigros-Genossenschaftsbund,
a commercial conglomerate. She became noted as a lawyer when she took on
the case of Kurt Meier (1925-2006), known as the case of "Meier 19", and a
member of Zurich's police force. When in 1965 he had discovered what he
viewed as improprieties and divulged them, he was dismissed and prosecuted
because he had used confidential evidence to make his case, fighting with
Gertrud Heinzelmann's help for his rehabilitation until 1976. As a lawyer she
also investigated the treatment of women in prisons like the one at Hindelbank,
and she exposed mistreatment in a series of remarkable reports.
Gertrud Heinzelmann was greatly disturbed by the political disenfranchisement of Swiss women. It "burdened me like a serious illness," she stated, "from
which I wanted to be cured. The struggle for women's rights was for me the
path to recovery." When Iris von Roten was defamed because of her book
Frauen im Laufgitter, Heinzelmann came to her defense. She became a
member of the central committee of the Swiss League for Women's Suffrage
and served as its president from 1959 to 1960, and from 1962 to 1966 she
headed its Zurich section. She viewed the denial of suffrage to women as
incompatible with the UnitedNations' DeclarationofUniversalHumanRights.
In 1964 she founded the first German language publishing firm Interfeminas
in Bonstetten, Canton Zurich, that published mainly titles devoted to women's
issues. She was delighted when in 1971 women's suffrage in Switzerland was
finally a reality, and she stood, though unsuccessfully, for election to the
National Council.
In her theological studies Gertrud Heinzelmann encountered "with
increasing horror" that Western Christian theology radically degraded women
as it had crystallized in the medieval scholastic tradition and above all in the
works of Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274). His Aristotelian theological views,
accepted by the official Catholic Church as "admirable teaching," declared
women to be of "merely secondary value, a mindless matter and, therefore,
mere temptation .... Instead of spiritual uplift, which I had naively expected
from theological thought, I found misconception, debasement, and oppression."
On 23 May 1962, therefore, she published a carefully documented and
concisely formulated memorandum in the context of the call of Pope John
XXIII for a Vatican council. It was titled Frau und Konzil. Hoffnung und
Erwartung (Woman and Council. Hope and Expectation). She called her
memorandum a "submission to the High Preparatory Commission of the
Vatican Council about the evaluation and positioning of woman in the RomanPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2008
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Catholic Church" and viewed her bold step as the "implementation of an
important task of my life" and as "an irreversible step forward." Besides
extended concise technical analyses, the brief contains some telling personal
statements:
I speak as a woman of our time who knows the troubles and burdens
of her sisters on the basis of study, professional activity, and
engagement in the women's movement for many years. I address you
in the hope that my brief will receive the attention it deserves due to
the seriousness and weight of its content. By presenting my thoughts,
I feel myself to be a sister of all sisters. I want my words to be
understood as a complaint and as an accusation by half of humanity
- of female humanity that has been oppressed for millennia and in
whose oppression the Church has taken, and is taking, part by a theory
about woman that most seriously violates Christian understanding (p.
2).

She viewed claims of Aquinas who declared "that man is the principle for
woman, and her purpose, as God is the principle for the whole creation, and its
purpose" as logically flawed, his reasoning that only the male was active in
procreation biologically false, and his views "greatly offensive to woman as a
spiritual being" (10). To her it was "obvious that the participation of woman
in public life - that is in political, social, and professional life - cannot rest on
Aquinas' doctrine of the unconditional subservience of woman to man, of her
lowliness, imperfection and deficiency in comparison to man" (12). In a
passage about the mystic Theresa of Avila ( 1515-15 82), that intimated her own
personal agony, Gertrud Heinzelmann stated:
For the gifted religious woman the exclusion of women from the
priesthood and the Word is a human tragedy of the highest order that
soon will have lasted for two thousand years. The serious suffering of
the soul which this exclusion must have unleashed in the mind of the
best and most profound women during all those past centuries cannot
be fathomed. Is it really the intention of God who has created man and
woman and has endowed mentally gifted women with his plenitude
that she must lament all her life that she was born a woman? (22).
The author had hoped in vain that her Catholic sisters would "howl like
wolves" with her; instead she was called the "confused (verwirrte) Frau
Doktor"; the Catholic Women's League officially distanced itself from her
views; and the Catholic newspaper Vaterland declared that her submission to
the Council "transcended every measure of decent and objective analysis, and
one had to wonder how a woman, a Dr. iur., could address the Council in such
a manner." Despite such negative critique, she fought on. Her call was taken
up also in the United States. On 15 January 1965 the progressive Catholic
journal Commonweal presented her article "The Priesthood and Women" in
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol44/iss2/13
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translation, followed by a supportive statement of Mary Daly who had received
her doctorates in theology and philosophy at the University of Fribourg and
was to evolve into a radical feminist author.
Gertrud Heinzelmann published several titles relating to women's status
in the Catholic Church in the Interfeminas publishing firm: In 1964 as editor,
Wir schweigen nicht liinger! Frauen iiussem sich zum 2. Vatikanischen Konzil.
We Won't Keep Silent Any Longer! Women Speak Out to Vatican Council 2,
a collection of statements by women to the Vatican Council, including her own
that in 1965 was given in Commonweal; in 1967 Die getrennten Schwestem:
Frauen nach dem Konzil (The Separated Sisters: Women after the Council),
and in 1986 Die geheiligte Diskriminierung. Beitriige zum kirchlichen
Feminismus (Sacralized Discrimination: Contributions to Ecclesiastical
Feminism). Towards the end of her life she was honored as a renowned
advocate of women's rights in Church and State. In 1981 she received the
Binet-Fendt Prize, awarded by the Swiss government for outstanding public
service, and in 1992 the prize named after the Swiss Ida Somazzi (1882-1963),
an authority on women's issues active in the United Nations and UNESCO.
The death notice of Gertrud Heinzelmann, written by herself, stated with
precision: "Her commitment was to her sisters, the women. She did everything
for their liberation and advancement."
Sources:
Lotti Ruckstuhl, Frauen sprengen Fesseln. Hindemislauf zum
Frauenstimmrecht (Bonstetten: Interfeminas, 1986), pp. 111-112, 114-116.
Judith Stofer, "Eine Frau stellt sich quer. Gertrud Heinzelmann (*1914)
fordert das Priesteramt fiir die Frauen," in: Siehe, ich schajfe Neues. Aujbruche
von Frauen in Protestantismus, Katholizismus, Christkatholizismus und
Judentum. Doris Brodbeck, Yvonne Domhardt, und Judith Stofer, eds. (Bern:
eFeF-Verlag, 1998), 103-120.
Barbara Kopp, Die Unbeirrbare. Wie Gertrud Heinzelmann den Papst und
die Schweiz das Fure hten lehrte. Zurich: Limmat Verlag, 2003.
Iris Muller und Ida Raming, "Gertrud Heinzelmann."
www.womenpriests.org. available in 2008. [Ida Raming has authored several
works in line with those of Gertrud Heinzelmann, whom she had befriended,
among them History of Women and Ordination. Lanham: Scarecrow Press,
2002.]
♦

Special thanks to lie. phil. Christa wndert for her helpful critical review.
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Swiss Women's Suffrage Debated: Two Examples
Selected and Translated by Leo Schelbert
To provide a taste of the thinking of Swiss people before Iris von Roten
published her seminal work Frauen im Laufgitter in 1958 in Bern's Hallwag
Verlag, some primary documents shall be presented. A first set reflects the
parliamentary debate that was held on 12 December 1945 in the Swiss National
Council, composed of the elected representatives of the cantons or member
states of the Confederation. A second document is a statement of the theologian
Arthur Rich (1910-1992) published in theNeue Zurcher Zeitung in November
1966. It responded to a circular which Zurich's anti-suffrage women had sent
to the Reformed clergy to influence the cantonal referendum on women's
voting rights. The documents are on the one hand impressive in their
seriousness, on the other they stem truly from another century, given the road
the Swiss polity has since then traveled due to the untiring efforts of numerous
women and men, among whom the work of Iris von Roten was an important,
if long submerged element.
From the Parliamentary Debate on Women's Suffrage
12 December 1945
On 16 June 1944 National Councilor Hans Oprecht (1894-1978), a Social
Democrat, introduced a motion in the National Council, co-signed by 51
members, "whether active and passive voting rights of women were to be
constitutionally guaranteed." 2 The motion, however, had not been taken up for
one and a half years, perhaps due to the pressures of war, and in Oprecht's
view not without advantage. Since June 1944 discussions had intensified, other
countries had introduced women's suffrage, and it was recognized of not being
the pet issue of a particular party. Oprecht, however, had made a similar
proposal already on 13 July 1929, requesting that the Federal Council, that is
the Swiss government's seven-member executive, "report and propose,
concerning the Petition for women's Suffrage of 1919 and 1928." Oprecht
further pointed out in his introduction of the motion that on 6 February 1945
thirty-eight women's organizations had presented a new and impressive
memorial that also reflected the significant socio-economic changes having
taken place. "We do not ask the young man coming of age," Oprecht declared,
"whether he was politically mature and able to cast a vote. At age 20 a man
simply becomes constitutionally an active citizen" (722). The National
Councilor was convinced that "in a democracy politics is a matter for all, for

2

The documents have been translated from the Amtliches stenographisches Bulletin der
Bundesversammlung. Nationalrat, Vol. 45 (1945); 721-738. Special thanks to Dr. Urspeter
Schelbert, Staatsarchiv Zug, who kindly provided copies and identified the speakers.
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all the people, thus also for women." Otherwise Switzerland was merely "a
fictitious democracy."
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Canton Bern Action Committee against
Women's Suffrage 1968
Cantonal Plebiscite, Canton Bern 1968

Bring Us.Too into the Game!
Women's Suffrage: Yes

Leave us out of the Game!
Women's Suffrage: No

In his view, England and France had recently
shown the felicitous results of women's suffrage, and
on 21 October 1945 Pope Pius XII had "declared
unequivocally it to be a woman's duty to participate
in political life." He quoted the Pope's words to the
assembled women at length, among them: "Should
you be opposed to the movement that wants to
involve you in public social and political life? Just the
opposite! You are to participate in it. It is for every
woman a matter of conscience not to withdraw from
public involvement, and always in a manner that is
conform to you and with the goal to neutralize those
who aim to destroy the fabric of social and familial
Yes for Eve
life. ... The vote is for every woman a great and
powerful weapon in fulfilling her religious and moral
duty." (723).
The National Council's presiding officer, Federal Councilor von Steiger,
in 1945 also the Confederation's President, stressed that the delay of dealing
with Oprecht's motion had not been an attempt to bury it, that the petition of
the women's organizations was objectively and excellently presented, and that
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there was no question that Swiss women were fully qualified to have the active
and passive vote. The question was merely "how it was to be incorporated into
our laws and constitution, which was the proper form and which the right
moment" (724). Von Steiger was convinced that women's suffrage would not
be a detriment, neither for women, or the family, nor the state. By itself,
however, it would not lead to better political decisions, as Oprecht and others
claimed, nor was the Pope's pronouncement applicable beyond the Italian
situation, nor was it certain that a majority of Switzerland's people supported
the issue. Perhaps a gradual introduction first on the communal, then the
cantonal, and finally the federal level might be the best way.
When Federal Councilor von Steiger asked whether any one was prepared
to oppose Oprecht's motion, Josef Schuler (1889-1957) of the town of
Ktissnacht, Canton Schwyz, and representing the Farmers' Union spoke up:
"I have to oppose the motion for these reasons: Cousin Oprecht [whose
wife was Schuler's cousin] has outline only the positive aspects of the motion.
I would like to add some negative effects. In 1291 only men were on the Rtitli.
One did not see any women there. The Stauffacherin, however, had told her
husband, when the proud [Habsburg bailiff] Gessler rode into the land and said,
"I won't tolerate that peasants own such beautiful homes": "Go ahead, Werner,
seek out friends so you can get rid of the bailiffs." She had definitely influence
without there having been suffrage. It has always been that way in Swiss
history to this day. Women had a definite influence on the men, but the women
did not want to deal with suffrage. They were good women, and we were happy
with them.
Now there would come about many inequalities by women's suffrage.
First, there is a great difference between town and country. If a woman needs
to walk one, two, or even more hours to cast her vote, she stays at home, or the
husband must stay at home if his wife wants to vote. It's different in town
where voting can be done within a few minutes time; there the wife is home
again right away and can pursue her tasks. An other inequality needs to be
added. One knows that on occasion women become pregnant. In that state they
don't like to be in public, on the road. They prefer to stay in their coats or at
home. Under those circumstances many would say: "I'm not going to vote; it
doesn't suit me." Then comes childbed which, depending on a woman's health,
might last two to three weeks. How shall she vote during that time? Should one
prepare a permit for the midwife and send her to vote? A further issue needs to
be addressed: The event of birth is more frequent in rural regions, 5, 6, to 10
times in a woman's life, in the city perhaps never or at best one or two times.
That is a tremendous difference between town and country.
Something more: When at present a husband has become a councilor, a
communal, cantonal, or even a national councilor, a wife is a kind of proud:
My husband is something. (merriment). But if a woman becomes a communal,
cantonal or even a national councilor, but not the husband, how is one to
address the husband? (great merriment) I think that would just about humiliate
the husband.
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A further point: When a wife becomes a councilor, she has to attend
meetings. If she becomes a national councilor she has to attend meetings here
[in Bern]. Then the husband would have to cook at home and to look after the
children, or who would then do it? Servants are not to be had everywhere.
By the way, we know how it happens already now. If there is a plebiscite,
we are at loggerheads. One makes enemies, one never makes peace, perhaps
for generations. How will it be if the women, given their temperament, enter
the campaign? Then feathers, I mean to say hairs, would be flying. The
temperament would probably break through.
I am convinced that if one were to take a vote whether women should have
the vote based on the constitution, that 70 to 80 percent would not want to have
anything to do with it. Let us therefore leave the women at home, let's not take
them into that witch's cauldron. For these reasons I propose to reject Cousin
Oprecht' s motion" (727).
Next the Christian Socialist Karl Wick (1891-1969) joined Councilor
Schuler in opposing the Oprecht motion by a lengthy speech. He found that
Schuler had properly assessed the national outlook in the matter, but that the
question needed to be further explored. He rejected Oprecht' s claim of a
merely fictitious democracy due to an exclusive men's suffrage and also
asserted that the Pope's address did not pertain to the question of introducing
women's suffrage but only to a situation when this had already happened. Karl
Wick then claimed that the nature of men and women was different, as also
anchored in law. Furthermore, he pointed to the "historical fact of the maleshaped culture of our times in contrast to the matriarchal culture of prehistoric
ages" (727). He agreed that valid reasons could be mustered for women's
suffrage - "women's problems cannot be solved without women" -yet that did
not mean women's involvement in "parliamentarianism" and in the "electionand voting hustle" (727).
Councilor Wick then explained his main reasons why he opposed women's
suffrage: "We must admit without ado that there is an incredible idle hustle
(Leerlauf) in our democracy, and the question is whether it would at all be
useful for women to take part in that idle hustle and must be well pondered ...
(727). The call of every serious statesman is to day: 'Give us again good
mothers', and not 'Give us women's suffrage'. Of course, women must be
listened to in the state as well as in society. The right that women's voice must
be heard is, however, wholly different from the right of women to vote.
Women must certainly have a voice in the new socio-political order, but the
question is in what form" (728). He was convinced that the political leveling
of man and woman resulting from a leveling form of democracy would
represent an impoverishment of political life. "The political women's suffrage
was fundamentally a capitulation of woman before man, the admission that
Parliament, the one-sided democracy, was more important than house and
home. Female culture was anyhow today imperiled and was being absorbed
into male culture, and that was especially happening by the introduction of
universal suffrage." He stressed, however, that "The opponents of formal
universal suffrage did not intend to deny women the rights to which they were
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entitled, they did not want to exclude them from cooperating in the democracy,
but wanted to prevent that the personal values unique to women were being
uselessly sacrificed to a matter by which nobody at all was being served,
neither the women, nor the State, nor democracy" (728).
Next spoke the writer Felix Moeschlin (1882-1969) who was a member
of the National Party of Independents (Landesring der Unabhiingigen) and
whose wife was a Swedish artist. "Women's suffrage is for me," he began,
"such a matter of course that it is hard for me to talk about it. Matters of course
are generally not talked about. The previous speakers force me, however, to say
a few words. First my friend Schuler, with whom I have crossed swords quite
often already. He too was not present in 1291 ~ yet he has the vote nevertheless.
Thus one should not blame women for something in which they had no part.
When colleague Schuler talks of domesticity, of women who manage a home,
give birth to their children, I would like to ask him to take for once his eyes
from his nice house and home and his hundreds of cows and thousands of pigs
and to look at the other Switzerland. For once he shall come with me to
Brissago and see how 400 women work in a factory and the husband literally
takes over the cooking at home. This too is a Swiss fact. And these women
should not get the right to vote?
When National Councilor Wick is singing the song of motherliness, we
hear about it in Switzerland in a totally different sense, that is in the form of
lawsuits when abortions are involved. The Bishop of Basel has spoken of tens
of thousands of abortions. For me it borders on the ridiculous that we have a
National Council in which there is not one woman present who could talk
about motherliness. Should it not be given over to mothers and women to
decide about the fate of women instead of men talking about pregnancy and
motherhood insurance?
When Councilor Wick spoke of the idle hustle of politics it is not the fault
of women. I believe if we had here in Parliament twelve intelligent and even
beautiful women, there would be quite a different parliamentary activity
(merriment). It would awaken forces in men to put an end to idle political
hustle. In the twenty years I have been president of the Writers' Guild I have
learned what a blessing it is to have a woman on board. Off and on a woman
has more intelligent ideas than a man because a woman will view a matter from
a different angle. If a husband is dumb enough not to grant his wife the position
she is owed in his own home, so in God's name let us leave him his dumbness.
When, however, a State is dumb enough not to grant her the position she is
owed, it is truly to be pitied" (729). (Great applause from the gallery)
The founder of the National Party of Independents Gottlieb Duttweiler
(1888-1962) followed Moeschlin as speaker. He first thanked Councilor
Schuler for having opposed the motion so that it could be thoroughly discussed,
then Federal Councilor von Steiger for his assurance that the motion would not
disappear in a drawer. Then Councilor Duttweiler observed: "What has quite
disturbed me is the traditional merriment that surfaces when the issue of
women's suffrage is brought up. This amusement must be quite offensive to
women. I cannot imagine that one could honestly explain that amusement to
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a woman's face. But it is a Swiss tradition. It is probably one of our famous
faults like the sacredness of the hard liquor vat (Schnapshafens), the bank
secret of the small savings book, and similar peculiarities of our Confederation.
There is something evil in this merriment." Duttweiler then lamented the
cheapening of political discourse and suggested that women's involvement
might help to remedy it. Issues that had been dealt with in the recent past had
shown that "we have become enormously superficial. What tears us apart are
trifles which we ourselves do not appreciate, even despise." He hoped that
women would expose horse trades, would improve manners in debates, and he
asserted that it was "a necessity for the country that women bring their mind
and heart into politics" (729-730).
Next the Social Democrat Henri Perret (1885-1955), National Councilor
from the Canton Vaud from 1928-1954, presented his views in French.
"Probably few topics," he began, "give as much to discuss as that of women's
suffrage and there are without doubt few issues that give occasion to so many
stupidities, to erroneous points which reason rejects." He then told an anecdote:
"Not so long ago I had a discussion with a man, by the way a learned university
professor. He told me: 'One has to admit, women are less intelligent than men.'
I replied: 'Ifl understood you correctly, you are then more intelligent than your
mother?' 'Oh no!' he answered right away. 'My mother is an outstanding
woman.' 'Mine too', I replied, 'and, except if the sons are terribly conceited,
they cannot claim to be more intelligent than their mothers, how then should
men be more intelligent than women?'
In Switzerland we are extremely backward in this matter. Almost all
civilized countries have given the vote to women already a long time ago:
Finland, Norway, Northern Ireland for more than 40 years; Great Britain,
America, Austria, Germany, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Holland for 37 years; Belgium for 20 years; Turkey, Brazil since
1934; China since 1936; the Equator [Ecuador?] and Mexico since 1938,
finally France and Yugoslavia since last year.
It has become so general that women's suffrage has become an
indispensable necessity for the peoples who want to elevate democracy to the
rank it deserves. Do you know, gentlemen and dear colleagues, that the United
Nations Charter demands that women have absolutely the same rights as men?
It begins with these words: 'We, the peoples of the United Nations, determined
to protect future generations from war, which twice within a human lifetime
has inflicted indescribable suffering to humankind, we embrace the belief in
the dignity and value of the human being, in the equality of men and women
as well as of large and small nations" (730). Councilor Perret then pointed out
that if Switzerland wanted to join the United Nations it could do so only if it
accepted the Charter. "Men commit abuse," he asserted, "by depriving women
of their rights .... Women are professors, lawyers, teachers, some are directors
of factories etc. We know a woman who teaches higher mathematics in one of
our universities. Yet she does not have the right to vote, while the last
bonehead of the city in which she teaches has it, and that appears to be a
formidable injustice" (731).
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Perret then went on to point out that the bulk of laws touched on the home,
of which women were supposedly destined to take care, yet they did not have
a say about those issues. They were also fully engaged as wage earners in
factories, shops, and offices. He knew of men who took care of the household
because women's work was better paid than that of the husband. "We are not,"
he exclaimed passionately, "to treat our spouse, our mother, our sister, our
daughter as inferior beings and to deprive them of rights of which only a
criminal who is sent to a penitentiary is being deprived." He concluded his
speech with these words: "We have fought for our democracy; to preserve it,
we have protected our frontiers. The Charter of the United Nations of which we
have just spoken is driven by the fervent wish to defend democracy as well as
possible. Let us not forget that Switzerland is but half a democracy since
women, who are more numerous than men, do not have the vote. Let us muster
the prudence - I almost want to say the dignity - to grant them the rights which
for us are unalienable and which are as unalienable for women as they are for
us. If we do this we will have made truly important progress in our
Democracy" (731).
After Councilor Perret, Jakob Kaegi (1886-1950), National Councilor
from Canton Zurich from 1919-1950, spoke up. First he chided the initial tone
of the debate, then challenged the presiding officer: "The President of the
Confederacy von Steiger has claimed that women have done merely their duty
during the war. No, Mr. President of the Confederacy, they have done more
than their mere duty. The farmer woman who, when her husband was on active
military duty, took care not only of small but also of large homesteads and of
their children, who from early morning to late at night took care of the farm,
she deserves to take part in the deliberations. Also the artisan's wife, who in the
absence of her husband and of her sons in military service took care of
everything and made certain that the business was kept up, she deserves the
vote today. And the worker's wife! Mr. Perret has just talked about her. The
worker's wife who still today early in the morning needs to take care of the
household before she can leave for work, who during the day stands in the
factory at the weaving or spooling or any other machine, who returns in the
evening and again until late at night must take care of the household, who
during the war saved every piece of bread to feed her children, she deserves
that we show our esteem of her work, of her caring for the welfare of her
family by granting her the right to vote." Councilor Kaegi then listed the failed
plebiscites concerning women's suffrage undertaken in Canton Zurich and
concluded: "If someone claims that women do not want to be involved in
political life, I want to answer especially Mr. Wick: Women are formed by
their surroundings and their education. To this day they have not been educated
in politics. Nobody can demand of them, what education has denied them"
(731-732).
Several more speakers followed, among them National Councilor Ernst
Reinhard ( 1889-1947), son of a day laborer from Sumiswald, Canton Bern. He
suggested that the government authorize a Gallup poll to determine the
majority position of women in regard to suffrage. He also acknowledged that
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full democracy would remain imperfect. "Men's democracy has proven that,"
he asserted. "The concept of our male-defined culture has been thrown into the
debate by our colleague Wick. I would have avoided doing that, especially
today. It smells after the heroic culture, the vivere pericolosamente (living
dangerously) of which we now have the splendid results before us: in the
destroyed countries of Europe, in the slaughtered generations. This, gentlemen,
is the male-defined culture of which we should rather be ashamed than that we
should glorify in it." Councilor Reinhard also sharply rejected the insinuation
of a previous speaker that the vote of German women had brought Hitler to
power. "Must it not be essentially attributed to the influence of a Mr. Bruning,
a Mr. Kahr, a Prelate Kaas and a Mr. von Papen?" he asked. "It was people like
these who played an essential role in the making of that catastrophe, and these
belonged totally to the center of the male camp." Reinhard also castigated the
view that women's suffrage was deepening the rift between town and country
as "one of the most poisonous arguments." Visits to Sweden or Denmark
would show the absurdity of such "wisdom." The issue was ideological:
"Either one stands for this, that the principle of justice rules political and
economic life; then one will not stop [fighting] for it since its application
demands women's suffrage in a full democracy" (732-733).

When the vote was taken 104 National Councilors voted for, 32 against the
Oprecht motion.
Response of Zurich Theologian Arthur Rich (1910-1992)
to a Circular of the Anti-Women's Suffrage Action Committee of the
Women of Zurich
Neue Zurcher Zeitung (November 1966), No. 4884 3
Most Esteemed Ladies,
Recently you have sent an appeal to all theologians of the Evangelical
Reformed Church in Canton Zurich. You attempt thereby to mobilize
University Teachers and Pastors against the active and passive voting rights of
women. You do this with arguments that need to be answered, and clearly.
It is far from me to doubt your subjective honesty. Also some of the
arguments you make could be discussed. As a theologian I am nevertheless
simply dismayed by your appeal. You end it with the almost imploring words:
"In conclusion we would like to stress that the introduction of women's
suffrage has nothing to do with justice in the true meaning of the word (do you
possibly mean the Bible?), to the contrary; by the endorsement of this
questionable demand of rights, a calamitous contribution is being made to the
dishonoring, watering down, and weakening of the divine order set up for us."
3

Text translated from the version given by Susanna Woodtli, Gleichberechtigung. Der
Kampf um die politischen Rechte der Frau in der Schweiz. Zweite erganzte Auflage
(Frauenfeld: Verlag Huber, 1983), 191-194.
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Divine order is for you patriarchy with its preeminence of men over women.
On what basis do you actually know so clearly that this is a divine order?
Well, you invoke Paul. This is quite convenient, since one must not risk to
be disclaimed by him.
Certainly, in his day Paul has called upon women not to put themselves
above men as he also admonished slaves to remain obedient to their masters.
And he did it certainly with arguments that derived from the perspective of a
patriarchal order. Yet what did he hope to achieve? To tell people that the
conventional preeminence of man over woman was anchored in the eternal
Will of God? You know the passage to which I allude ( 1 Cor. 11,3 ), and it was
hopefully not picked out simply because it fits into the context of your voting
campaign. You must know that it has a continuation. Verse 11 reads: "But
there is in the Lord neither woman without man nor man without woman." This
clarifies what the Apostle wants to say. He wants to tell the women of Corinth
(who wanted to attend services like men without the veil): Do not put yourself
in this matter on the same level as men; but it remains, of course, that there is
the New that has entered the world through Christ, neither a preeminence of
man over woman nor a preeminence of woman over man. Thus Paul does not
tum patriarchy, which in certain cases he may still argue, into an eternal Order
of God, just the opposite. But you, Ladies, do exactly that. You want to give
the impression in public that in the matter of women's suffrage the final issue
is whether or not we still take the divine order seriously. By that you quite
simply imply that the men and women advocating the active and passive vote
for women would hand our land over to "godlessness", that is, to the so-called
trend towards totalitarianism, as you state in your appeal. Are you aware that
with the same argument you would have to brand the liberation of slaves which
has occurred as a move of the world towards godlessness? But that is patently
absurd.
Therefore, most esteemed Ladies, leave the Bible alone in your campaign
against the active citizenship of women. In this matter one thing only is
involved, the question of political justice in a modem democracy, that is: After
the principle of political maturity of all adult citizens has been fought for, man
may not rule without woman in the state and in society. This does not deny
that, based on their nature, men and women serve different functions. But
where in the world is it stated that the "natural" task of a woman has to be
limited to the home and perhaps to an amateurish collaboration in church,
school, and charity? Certainly not in the Bible.
Your main argument is, therefore, not a biblical, but a political one. And,
at least at a first glance, one must admittedly grant it the attraction of novelty:
"Active citizenship is not an individual right, but an organic function of the
state." What is hiding behind this learned statement? First, that women may not
claim active and passive voting rights as a human right as it has been
determined by the Charter of the United Nations. But why then is it given to
men? Well, you state because he is "the representative of the family in the
state." Is he that really? In every case? Is it also the 20-year old son of a mother
who hugely surpasses him perhaps also in the knowledge of political
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frauen geh••oren ins Haus!

citizenship? In any case, he has the vote
besides his father. Why do voting rights
for women and daughters mean "the
deposing of the heads of family, but not Wahlt Frauen i ns • Gemeindehaus
•Rathaus
those of unmarried sons?"
• Bundeshaus
Do you really believe that
• und ins
theologians and other readers of your
Regierungsgebaude
appeal would swallow such absurdities?
But joking apart! If you were truly to
take your argument literally, you would
have to insist that active and passive
voting rights would have to be limited
to "the heads of families," that is to
fathers, and thereby put into question
the principle of civic legal equality that
is fundamental to a democracy. One
probably does not need to point out
what this would mean. In principle it
would mean the commitment to an
authoritarian form of the state, as it
1991 Poster by K. Willimann
would be suitable for a patriarchal, but
not a democratic social order. Neither
Women Belong into the House!
the Church nor the people of Zurich
Elect Women to Town Hall
would follow you on such a precipitous
City Hall
path.
Federal Houses of
The arguments which you present
Parliament and to
against women's suffrage also reflect
the Executive Mansion
the concern for the welfare and inner
strengthening of the family, which is
honorable and deserves recognition. But
is it more than mere assertion to claim that the endangerment of the today's
family has to be tied to the political equality of women, as you want us to
believe? Quite different matters must be made central: the new alcoholism; the
modem cult of social partying; commercialized prostitution; inadequate living
space; and the necessity, unfortunately still far from having disappeared, for all
women to look for wage labor. What are you doing to fight these central causes
of the dissolution of the family and the criminality of youth? I must admit that
I would find your concern about the imperiled family somewhat more
believable if I were to meet you also on this front, but until now that has not
been the case. Yet it might still happen. And you would then perhaps realize
that it would not only be more just, but also more advantageous if women had
greater influence on the shaping of our public life in state and society.
In the hope that it will come to this and that the people of Zurich will at
last bestow on women the overdue active citizenship and thereby full maturity
(Mundigkeit), I remain nevertheless with friendly greetings your
Arthur Rich.
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APPENDIX

Women's Organizations in Switzerland
Sorted by postal code
Zonta International
22, avenue du Chateau
1008 Prilly
Tel: 0041 21 635 41 47

International Council of Nurses
3, place Jean Marteau
1201 Geneva
Tel: 0041 22 731 29 60
Fax: 0041 22 738 10 36

International Council of Women
Villa Mirange
Chemin des Pierrettes
1093 La Conversion,

International Federation of University
Women
37, quai Wilson
1201 Geneva
Tel: 0041 22 731 23 80
Fax: 004122738 04 40

IFUW- International Federation of
University Women
International Organisation of Graduate
Women
8, rue de l' Ancien-Port
1201 Geneva
Tel: (41 22) 731 23 80
Fax: (41 22) 738 04 40
E-mail: ifuw@iprolink.ch
URL:
http://www.plantagenet.com/~lmcleod
/ifuw

International Federation of University
Women
8, rue de l' Ancien-Port
1201 Geneva
Tel: (4122) 731 23 80
Fax: (4122) 738 04 40
E-mail: ifuw@ifuw.org
URL: http://www.ifuw.org
An international non-governmental
organization (NGO) of over 170,000
women .university graduates from 69
national federations & associations
working to promote the status of
women through education: international
advocacy, study and action programme,
partners in development programme,
women in peace building, leadership
resources, fellowships & grants, events,
publications and conferences.

International Peace Bureau
41, rue de Zurich
1201 Geneva
Tel: 0041 22 731 6429
Fax: 0041 22 738 9419
Inter-African Committee on Traditional
Practices Affecting the Health of
Women and Children
147 rue de Lausanne
1202 Geneva

Women's World Summit Foundation
13, Quai Mont Blanc
1201 Geneva
Tel: +22 738 66 19
Fax: +22 738 98 47

International Council ofJewish Women
6, Av. de Bude
1202 Geneva
Tel: 0041 22 733 60 74
Fax: 0041 22 733 60 74
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Women's International Zionist Organisation
1, Avenue de Bude
1202 Geneva
Tel: +22 734 51 95
Fax: +22 734 51 95
Migrants against HIV I AIDS
18 rue Dancet CH-1205, Geneva.
Tel: 22 320 0527. Fax: 22 320 0527
E-mail: rnigrants@hivnet.ch
URL: http://www.hivnet.ch/rnigrants
Activist efforts by Black/ Third
W odd Communities in Europe against
HIV/AIDS.
Aga Khan Foundation
P.O.Box435
7 Rue Versonnex
1211 Geneva 6
The Enabling Environment
Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU)
Place du Petit-Saconnex
Case Postale 438
1211 Geneva
Tel: 022 734-4150
Fax: 022 733-3141
Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom (WILPF)
1, rue de V arembe, CP 28
1211 Geneva
Tel: +41 22 733 61 75
Fax: +41 22 740 10 63
e-mail: wilpf@iprolink.ch
URL: http://www.wilpf.int.ch
Women's World Summit Foundation
PO Box 2001, 1211 Geneva.
Fax: (41-22) 738-82-48
Umbrella Organisation.
World Young Women's Christian
Association ( World YWCA)
16 Ancienne Route, Grand Saconnex,
1218.
Tel: 41 22 929 6040
E-mail: worldywca@gn.apc.org
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World Federation of Methodist Women
103 bis Route de Thonou
1222 Vesenaz/Geneve
Tel: 0041 22 752 15 36
Fax: 0041 22 752 23 10
Bibliotheque Filigrane
2, rue de la Tannerie
1227 Carouge (Geneve)
Tel: +41 22 301 3789
Bibliotheque Filigrane is part of the
women's resource centre Flnformation. It provides information on
the women's position and on gender
equality. The library contains about
3000 documents. Clients are
researchers, students and others
interested in the material on offer.
Language: French.
Swiss Women
Case Postale 323,
1227 Geneva.
Focuses on political and social
issues.
L'Inedit
(Feminist Bookstore)
18 A venue Cardinal Merrnillod
1227 Geneva
+41.(0)22.343.2233
International Council of Women
7 route de Pressy
1253 Vandoeuvres
Geneva
Tel: 0032 22 750 14 38
Fax: 0032 22 750 24 81
World Association of Girl Guides and
Girl Scouts
chernin Cuchet 8
1253 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 0041 22 750 19 26
Fax: 0041 22 735 76 90
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Union mondiale des organisations
feminines catholiques
7C, Avenue Cortot
1260 Nyon, Switzerland
Tel: 0041 22 362 29 51
Fax: 0041 22 362 29 51
International NGO Working Group on
Refugee Women (IWGRW)
Elisabeth Janz Mayer-Rieckh
c/o Webster University
13-15, route de Collex
1293 Bellevue
Tel: 0041 22 774 24 52
Fax: 0041 22 774 30 13
Verein Feministische Wissenschaft
Schweiz I Association Suisse Femmes
Feminisme Recherche I Association of
Feminist Studies
Sekretariat: Doris Nienhaus, Passage du
Cardinal 2a,
1700 Fribourg,
Switzerland,
Tel./Fax: ++41 (0)26 424 53 59
email: femwiss@femwiss.ch
URL: http://www.femwiss.ch
Der Verein wurde 1983 gegrtindet
und hat heute tiber 1000 Mitglieder. Er
ist federfiihrend bei der Diskussion und
beim Auf- und Ausbau feministischer
Forschung und Ausbildung in der
Schweiz. Einmal pro Monat erscheint
der Rundbrief, der wichtige Informationen enthalt. Sektionen gibt es an den
Universitaten und beim Bund. Ein
W erkverzeichnis der Mitglieder und ein
Leitfaden zur Finanzierung von
Forschungsprojekten u.a. konnen beim
Sekretariat angefordert werden.
Dokumentationsstelle fur Frauenfragen
Centre de documentation pour les
questions feminines Documentary
Office for Women's Issues
Eigerplatz 5 CH-3003 Bern
Tel: +41 31 322 9279
Fax: +41 31 322 9281

[June

E-mail:
claudia. weilenmann@ebg.admin.ch
The Documentary Office for
Women's Issues began as a service of
the Swiss Federal Commission for
Women's Issues, which was established
in 1976. In 1988, the Swiss Federal
Office for equality between Women
and Men was founded and the
Documentation Office became part of
this institution. The Documentation
Office runs a small library that serves
specialists and researchers in the field
of equality within and outside Federal
Administration. Languages: German,
French, English.
Geo-Rundbrief Informationen zur
feministischen Geographie
Institut fur Geographie der Universitat
Bern
Hallerstr. 12
CH-3012 Bern
Tel. +41/31/631-8867; Sekr. Inst.
+41/31/631-8862
Fax +41/31/631-8511
E-mail: baesch@giub.unibe.ch
URL: http://www.giub.unibe.ch/femgeo
Jewish-European Women in Science
and the Humanities
Postgassli 13
3045 Meikirch, Switzerland
Tel: 0041 31 829 06 02
Fax: 0041 31 829 34 09
Archiv zur Geschichte der
Schweizerischen Frauenbewegung
(Gosteli-Stiftung)
Archive on the History of Women in
(Gosteli Foundation)
Altikofenstrasse 186
3048 W orblaufen
Tel: +41 31 921 7941
Fax: +41 31 921 0222
The Gosteli Archive serves as a
depository for sources of Women's
History, particularly the general history
of Swiss women and even more
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specifically the Swiss women's
movement. Its goal is to facilitate the
research of womens' s history in
Switzerland, to promote knowledge
concerning the situation of women in
and their work in a wide variety of
fields, and to contribute to the
recognition of the efforts of women in
the historical process. All of this is
aimed in the long term at strengthening
the self confidence of women by
providing them with knowledge of their
common history. Languages: German,
Swiss German, French, English.

National Council of Women in Switzerland
Altikofenstrasse 182, Postfach 101,
3048 W orblaufen.
Tel: 031 58 48 48.
Umbrella group.
Union suisse pour decriminaliser
l'avortement - USPDA
P.O. Box
3052 Zollikofen, Switzerland
Tel: 0041 31 911 5794
Babaylan Philippine Women's Network
In Europe
Anny Hefti-Misa
Eyfuhren 3437
Ruederswil/BE, Switzerland
Tel: 032 35 681 65
Fax: 032 35 681 65
Frauenrat far Aussenpolitik
FrAu
Postfach
4001 Basel, Switzerland
Tel: 0041 61 14 28
Fax: 0041 61 14 28
Schweizerische Gesellschaft fiir
Frauen- und Geschlechterforschung
c/o Prof. Dr. Regina Wecker
Historisches Seminar
Universitat Basel
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Hirschgasslein 21
CH-4051 Basel
Tel. +41/61/2710835
Fax +41/61/2710860
E-mail: wecker@ubaclu.unibas.ch
Gegriindet 1997

Frauen far den Frieden Schweiz
Mtilhauserstr. 113
4056 Basel
Switzerland
+41-61-382-5252/fax 381-2088
The Swiss Association of Women in
Feminist Research
Sekretariat M. Marti,
K.losterparkgassli 8,
5430 Wettingen.
Tel: 056 26 06 18.
Organization for feminist research
and researchers.
Frauenforschung in Ingenieurwissenschaften und Technik
Dr. sc. techn. Julia K. Kuark
Burghaldenstr. 25
CH-5600 Lenzburg
Tel & Fax (auf Anmeldung):
+41/891/8310
E-mail: jkkuark@v-m.ch
URL (mit Publikationsliste): http://vm.ch/jkkuark
Soroptomist International
Via San Salvatore 7
CP 166
6900 Paradiso, Switzerland
Tel: +091 54 21 44
Fax: +0915452 70
Sektion Feministische Soziologie der
Schweizerischen Gesellschaft fiir
Soziologie (SGS)
c/o Sandra Rothbock
Institut fiir Soziologie
Universitat Zurich
Ramistrasse 69
CH-8001 Zurich
E-mail: saro@soziologie.unizh.ch
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Frauenbuchladen FBLZ
Gerechtigheitsgasse 6
8002 Zurich
Switzerland
+41.(0) 1.202.6274
Feminist Bookstore
Evangelischer Frauenbund der Schweiz
-EFS
Winterthurerstr. 60
8006 Zurich, Switzerland
Tel: 0041 1 363 06 08
Fax: 00411 9510070
Schweizerische Vereinigung der
Ingenieurinnen (SVIN)
Freigutstr. 24 (ab 1. Mai 1998
Freigutstr. 8)
CH-8027 Zurich
Tel. +41/1/2017300
Fax +41/1/2029320
E-mail: svin@v-m.ch
URL: http://svin.v-m.ch/
Frauenforum Naturwissenschaften
c/o Irene Fleischmann
Hegarstr. 5
CH-8032 Ztirich
Tel. +41/1/3814183
E-mail: irenef@zool.unizh.ch
Christlicher Friedensdienst Frauenstelle
Gartenhofstr. 7
P.O. Box 9621
8036 Zurich
Tel: 0041 1 242 93 07
Fax: 0041 1 241 29 26
Frauenstelle fiir Friedensarbeit
Gartenhofstr. 7
Postfach 9621
8036 Ztirich
Tel: +41-1-242-9307
fax 241-2926
Women's Council on Foreign Policies
P.O. Box 9621

[June

8036 Zurich
Tel: 0041 1 242 93 07
Fax: 0041 1 241 29 26
FEMIA - Treffpunkt fiir FrauenFluchtlinge
Tannenrauchstrasse 35
8038 Zurich, Switzerland
Tel: 0041 1 482 52 64
Meeting Place for Black Women
Unterburg 141
8158 Regensberg
Tel: 0041 1 853 36 23
Tibetan Women's Organisation
Farmerstr. 14
8404 Winterthur
T: 0041 52 242 32 13
F: 0041 22 738 79 41

Unsorted/Incomplete:
AARP International
20, chemin de Valerie Versoix
Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 41 22 758 11 76
Fax: 41 22 758 08 05
The Coordination of Women's Advocacy
Ancien College
CH-12 Givrins, Switzerland.
Tel:+41 22 36 94 090.
Protection of Women's Rights.
Femmes Africa Solidarity is an African
women's NGO created in 1996. FAS is
based in Geneva (Switzerland) with the
aim of promoting African women
Leadership in preventing, managing
and resolving conflicts. FAS is member
of the African Women Committee on
Peace and
Development
(AWCPD),which is an Advisory Body
to the Secretary General of the
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Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
and the Executive Secretary of the
Economic Commission for Africa
(ECA), in recognition of its work for
African women. FAS has also obtained
observer status with the African
Commission on Human and People's
Rights. FAS is mainly active in Africa
and has carried out different projects in
Sierra Leone, Liberia, Burundi,
Rwanda, Democratic Republic of
Congo, Guinea, Gambia, South Africa.
We worked in close partnership with
UNIFEM in our fact-finding mission in
Liberia and have participated together
to different Inter-Agency Meetings.
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Frauenbuchladen
Mtinstergasse 41
3000 Bern
Tel: +41 (0)31.312.12.85
Fax: +41 (0)31.312.12.85
Feminist Bookstore
ZOff! Zurcher Offensive - Frauen gegen
Rechts
zoff@hispeed.ch
They fight for equal rights for
women and men.
This information was last updated on
March 18, 2004. Downloaded from the
internet by permission.
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SAHS APPLICATION FORM
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone_____ Fax_ _ _ __
Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dues:

_ _Individual $50.00 per year
_ _Institution $75.00 per year
_ _Student $25.00 per year
_ _Life Membership $500.00

Make check payable to: SAHS
Mail this form, with your check to:
Ernest Thurston
Membership Secretary
65 Town Mountain Road
Asheville, NC 28804
e-mail: eswisst@bellsouth.net
* Membership in the Swiss American Historical Society is open to all.
Members will receive each year three copies of the extremely interesting
Swiss American Historical Society Review, a personal copy of each book
published by the Society, and an invitation to attend the national meeting
of the Society, held consecutively in Philadelphia, New York and
Washington. At these national meetings members will have the
opportunity to meet fellow Swiss Americans and scholars in the fields of
Swiss and Swiss American History, Political Science, International
Relations, French, German and English Literature, Art, Music, Religion
and Philosophy, and will have the opportunity to establish new
friendships and professional relationships.
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LETTERS WRITTEN FROM AMERICA

1849-1853
LEO LESQUEREUX
Translation from the French
by H. Dwight Page
Biography and Illustrations
by Donald G. Tritt
Introduction and Editing
by Wendy Everham
In his Letters Written from America composed 1849
and 1853 for the Revue Suisse, the Swiss immigrant Leo
Lesquereux (!806-1889), a native of Fleurier in Canton
Neuchatel, offers an in-depth portrait of the United States.
In his extensive travels the deaf botanist observed white, red,
and black people, frontier life, as well as American institutions and assessed them from the
vantage point of a learned European newcomer. His essays, translated from the French by
H. Dwight Page, are preceded by a pioneering illustrated biography
written by Donald G. Tritt who has added a comprehensive list- _
ing of Lesquereux's works and a rich set of pertinent gen ea log!:
ical data. In two essays Wendy Everham portrays first the
contours of the botanical scholar's cultural and
racial views, then traces the origins and the context of his ideological outlook which renects typical mid-nineteenth century perspectives. The
book intends to commemorate the 200th birthday of this Swiss American botanist whose .
scholarly work has been enduring while his ide- .•:,. "·•· · ·
ological stance mirrors the radical limitations of
h
Lesquereux home, Columbus, 0 io
his times.

"!
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JAKOB OTTO WYSS

1846-1927
POSTMASTER IN KLAU
Letters from California
Edited by Pit Wyss
In Collaboration with Paul Hugger
Translation from the German
by H. Dwight Page
Jakob Otto Wyss, born in 1846 and brought up in Otelfingen in
the canton of Zurich, finally reaches Paris as a machinery mechanic on the road. When in 1870 war breaks out between France and
Prussia and the rebellion of the Commune shakes the French capital, he travels farther west, to Manchester, New York and on to
California. There he finds work in a quicksilver mine, but it closes, so Wyss establishes himself as a farmer on the
mine's property. He earns the respect of his
American neighbors, becomes a judge and a
postmaster and "Dealer in General
Merchandise." His is a hard existence in the
mountainous California hinterland, on the
edge of civilization.
About all this report Wyss and his wife
(and after her death, his second wife) in colorful and often moving letters. These read
like newspaper reports about the daily life of
the tough pioneers. They report about the
good and the difficult times in both marriages
and, taken together, create an extraordinary
family saga. Not least of all they constitute a document of America's journey into the modern world.
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